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In this paper we study the decomposition matrices of the Hecke algebras of type
A with q s y1 over a field of characteristic 0. We give explicit formulae for the
columns of the decomposition matrices indexed by all 2-regular partitions with 1 or
2 parts and an algorithm for calculating the columns of the decomposition matrix
indexed by partitions with 3 parts. Combining these results we find all of the rows
of the decomposition matrices which are indexed by partitions with at most four
parts. All this is accomplished by means of a more general theory which begins by
showing that the decomposition numbers in the columns of the decomposition
matrices indexed by 2-regular partitions with ``enormous 2-cores'' are Littlewood]
Richardson coefficients. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
The Hecke algebras H of type A are q-analogues of the group algebras
of the symmetric groups, and a complete knowledge of the structure of the
Hecke algebras would give the decomposition matrices of the symmetric
groups, and the decomposition matrices of the general linear groups in all
w xcharacteristics 4 . We study, in this paper, one of the simplest cases where
H is not semisimple; namely, we take q s y1, and we assume that the
underlying field has characteristic 0. The information which we glean
about the decomposition matrix D of H then has implications for the
2-modular decomposition matrices of the symmetric groups, since D is a
``first approximation'' to the 2-modular decomposition matrix of the sym-
metric group. To be precise, the latter matrix is obtained from D by
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postmultiplying by a lower unitriangular matrix, all of whose entries are
 w xnon-negative integers see Geck 5, Theorem 5.3 and the conjecture of the
w x.first author in 8, Sect. 4 .
In comparison with the current state of knowledge for the symmetric
group, we are able to make considerable progress. We give an easy
construction of the first column of the decomposition matrix of H, when
 .q s y1 see Theorem 3.2 ; no method is known for determining the first
or any other column of the 2-modular decomposition matrix of the
symmetric group. We also give explicit formulae for the columns of the
decomposition matrix of H which are indexed by 2-part partitions see
.Section 7 and an algorithm for calculating those columns corresponding
 .to 3-part partitions with one ambiguity; see Theorem 8.1 . For the
symmetric groups, a similar target seems far out of reach. In the symmetric
group case the rows of the decomposition matrix corresponding to 2-part
w xpartitions are known 7, Chap. 24 , as are those labelled by partitions of
 . w xthe form a, b, 1 6, 13 ; no other rows are known. We determine all of the
rows of the decomposition matrix of H indexed by partitions with at most 4
 .parts see Corollary 7.2, Corollary 8.21, and Corollary 8.22 .
One reason why we are able to make such progress in calculating the
decomposition numbers of H is that, relative to the symmetric group case,
a large number of the Specht modules for H are irreducible. This allows us
to compute the rows of the decomposition matrix which are indexed by
partitions whose 2-weight is small compared to the size of their 2-core. For
such rows we show that the decomposition numbers are Littlewood]
Richardson coefficients. We then use these results to describe certain
columns of the decomposition matrix and in turn deduce some information
about arbitrary columns of D. In particular, we obtain a result, which we
 .call the ``Scattering Theorem'' 6.4 , which gives a combinatorial rule for
calculating certain decomposition numbers. This result allows us to classify
the irreducible Specht modules in H and it is the key to calculating the
columns of the decomposition matrix indexed by 3-part partitions.
Throughout, our methods are primarily combinatorial; in particular, the
Littlewood]Richardson rule plays a crucial role. In part this is because we
concentrate upon the projective indecomposable modules for H and study
their ``a-restrictions'' and ``a-inductions,'' where a s 0 or 1. In this way we
are able to start with a known indecomposable and from it construct new
projective H-modules which we then analyse using various combinatorial
w xmethods from the general theory as developed and described in 8 .
Finally, it should be mentioned that throughout this research we bene-
w xfited greatly from calculations made using GAP 12 . In this way we were
able to look in detail at examples for large partitions which would
otherwise have remained out of reach.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper n is a non-negative integer, S is the symmetricn
group of degree n, and F is a field of characteristic 0. For each non-zero
q g F the Hecke algebra H is the associative unital F-algebra withF, n, q
basis elements T indexed by elements w of S , the multiplication onw n
H being defined as follows. For w g S and s a basic transposition,F, n, q n
T if l ws s l w q 1 .  .w sT T sw s  qT q q y 1 T if l w s l w y 1, .  .  .w s w
where l is the usual length function on S .n
w xDipper and James 2, 3 have shown that the representation theory of
H is to a large extent dependent upon the integer e which is theF, n, q
smallest positive integer such that 1 q q q ??? qq ey1 s 0. For example,
the simple H -modules are indexed by e-regular partitions and theF, n, q
blocks of H depend upon the e-cores. Almost exclusively, we shall beF, n, q
concerned with the algebra H and throughout we use the abbrevia-F, n, y1
tion H , or simply H, for H . In our case 1 q q s 0, so e s 2 and wen F, n, y1
deal with 2-regular partitions, 2-cores, and so on.
 . w xFor each partition l of n there exists a Specht module S l 2 ; this is
an H-module whose dimension is equal to the number of standard l-
 .tableaux. We define S l to be 0 if l is not a partition.
X  X X .Let l s l , l , . . . denote the partition which is conjugate to the1 2
 .  X.partition l. Note that S l s S l since q s y1.
If all of the parts of l are distinct then l is 2-regular; otherwise l is
 .2-singular. In the case where l is 2-regular, S l has a maximal H-sub-
 .max w x  .  .maxmodule S l 2 , and its simple quotient S l rS l is denoted by
 .  .D l . Moreover, as l runs over the 2-regular partitions of n, D l runs
over a complete set of non-isomorphic simple H-modules.
Given two partitions l and m of n, where m is 2-regular, denote by dlm
 .  .the composition multiplicity of D m as a factor of S l . The non-nega-
tive integers d are the decomposition numbers of H and they are thelm
object of our study. We next recall several properties of the decomposition
numbers.
 .  w x.1.1 THEOREM Dipper and James 2, Theorem 7.6 . Suppose that l
and m are partitions of n where m is 2-regular. Then d s 0 unless le mlm y
and d s 1.mm
Here, the symbol ``e '' denotes the usual dominance ordering of parti-yw xtions 7, Definition 3.2 . Often the decomposition numbers for the Hecke
algebra H can be found from the decomposition numbers of HF, n, q F, m , q
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 .where typically, but not always m - n. In particular, the next result is
quite useful.
 .  w x.1.2 THEOREM Row and Column Removal, James 8, Rule 5.8 . Let
 .  .l s l , . . . , l and m s m , . . . , m be two partitions of n where m is1 r 1 s
2-regular.
 .i Suppose that l s m . Then d s d .1 1 lm l , . . . , l . m , . . . , m .2 r 2 s
 .  X X .ii Suppose that r s s i.e., l s m . Then d s1 1 l m
d .l y1, . . . , l y1. m y1, . . . , m y1.1 r 1 r
w xThere is a more general result of the first author 8, Theorem 6.18 ,
which allows the removal of two or more rows or columns from a partition;
w xhowever, as we do not use it often we shall refer to 8 as needed.
To a large extent we work with the projective indecomposable H-mod-
 .ules. As usual, there is a projective indecomposable H-module P m for
 .each 2-regular partition m of n. Moreover, P m has the same composi-
 .  .tion factors as  d S l . We abuse notation and write P m sl lm
 .  . d S l . In addition, if d ) 0 then we sometimes write S l :l lm lm
 .P m .
Note in particular that if P is any projective H-module then it is a direct
sum of indecomposable H-modules and consequently it has the same
composition factors as a sum of Specht modules. Further, if all of the
Specht modules in P are known then in order to write P as a direct sum of
indecomposable H-modules it is only necessary to consider those 2-regular
 .partitions m for which S m : P.
If M is an H -module then M x denotes M regarded as an H -mod-n ny1
ule and M ­ denotes the H module induced from M. For the Spechtnq1
 .  .  .module S l , both S l x and S l ­ have filtrations by Specht modules,
w xthe factors being described by the Branching Theorem 7, Chap. 9 . For
example,
S 3, 2 x s S 2, 2 q S 3, 1 , .  .  .
and
S 3, 2 ­ s S 4, 2 q S 3, 3 q S 3, 2, 1 . .  .  .  .
 .  .  .Since P m s  d S l this allows us to calculate P m x, which is al lm
 .projective H -module, and P m ­, a projective H -module.ny1 nq1
 .  .More generally, if l & n and m & m then S l m S m is an H = Hn m
 .  .module, and we can consider the induced H -module S l m S m ­,nqm
 .  .  .  .which we denote by S l ( S m . Then S l ( S m has a filtration by
Specht modules and the factors are given by the Littlewood]Richardson
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w xrule 7, Chap. 16 ; explicitly,
S l ( S m s a n S n , .  .  . lm
n&nqm
where a nm denotes the Littlewood]Richardson coefficient. Similarly wel
 .  .define P l ( P m for 2-regular partitions l and m.
The next result is a very powerful aid to our calculations.
 .  w x.1.3 THEOREM Dipper and James 3, Cor. 4.4 . Suppose that l and m
are partitions of n where m is 2-regular. Then d s 0 unless l and m ha¨elm
the same 2-core.
ÄRecall that the 2-core l of a partition l is what remains after as many as
possible skew 2-hooks have been successively removed from the diagram of
l; the 2-weight of l is the number of skew 2-hooks which have to be taken
off to reach the 2-core. The 2-cores are easy to describe; they are the
 .``triangular'' partitions of the form k, k y 1, . . . , 3, 2, 1 for some k G 0.
One way to determine when two partitions have the same 2-core is to
look at their 2-residues. The 2-residue of the node in row i and column j of
w xthe diagram l of the partition l is 0 if j y i is even and 1 otherwise.
Then two partitions of n have the same 2-core if and only if their diagrams
have the same number of nodes with 2-residue 0 this is easy to see since
.every skew 2-hook contains exactly one node with 2-residue 0 .
 .  .Let a s 0 or 1. We define S l x a to be the sum of those S n where
n is obtained from l be removing a node of 2-residue a using the
.  .  .Branching Theorem as above . Since P m s  d S l we definel lm
 .  .  .P m x a s  d S l x a . Theorem 1.3 shows that P m x a is a pro-l lm
  .jective module or, to be accurate, P m x a gives the Specht modules
.  .which appear in a projective module . In a similar way, we define S l ­ a
 .  . 2and P m ­ a . Abbreviations such as P m ­0 10 are to be interpreted to
 .mean P m ­0­0­1­0.
The two procedures described in the last paragraph are called a-restric-
tion and a-induction respectively. Many examples, in the context of the
w xsymmetric groups, are given in 9, Chap. 6 .
One of the reasons why we are able to make considerable progress with
Hecke algebras with q s y1 is that there are many 2-regular partitions l
 .  .for which S l s D l . Next we give a sufficient condition for the Specht
 .  .module S l to be irreducible; in 6.5 below we shall show that this
 w xcondition is also necessary recently, in 10 , we were able to classify the
.irreducible e-regular Specht modules of arbitrary Hecke algebras H .F, n, q
 .  .1.4 THEOREM. Suppose that l s l , . . . , l with l ) 0, is a partition1 r r
 .  .such that l y l is odd for 1 F i F r y 1. Then S l s D l .i iq1
 .Proof. For the moment, let F s Q q where q is transcendental. Then
w xDipper and James 3, Theorem 4.11 have given a formula for the determi-
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nant of the Gram matrix, with respect to the standard basis of the Specht
 . m  .module S l for H . This determinant is of the form q f q for someF, n, q
 . w xinteger m and some polynomial f q g Q q . Starting with this formula,
w xthe technique used by James and Murphy in 11 can be applied to rewrite
 . w x w xf q as a product of terms of the form h r h where h denotesac q bc q i j
 . w x ry1the length of the i, j -hook in l and r s 1 q q q ??? qq for allq
integers r.
Assume now that every l y l is odd. Then, for all a, b, and c thei iq1
w x w xintegers h and h have the same parity. Hence, h r h can beac bc ac q bc q
expressed as a quotient of two polynomials, neither of which is divisible by
 .  .1 q q. Therefore, 1 q q does not divided f q , and so f y1 / 0. It
follows that the Gram matrix in our case, where q s y1, is non-singular,
 .  .and thus S l s D l .
Partitions satisfying the conditions of the theorem play an important
part in what follows so we make the definition:
 .  .1.5 DEFINITION. A partition l s l , . . . , l , where l ) 0, is alter-1 r r
nating if l y l is odd for all i where 1 F i F r y 1.i iq1
In outline, our method for finding decomposition numbers is as follows.
First, we exploit Theorem 1.4 in order to find the projective indecompos-
 .able H-modules P l in the case where the 2-weight of l is small
compared to the size of the 2-core of l. Once we have a supply of
projective indecomposable modules we a-restrict and a-induce them to
produce projective modules P which may or may not be indecomposable.
Then we apply various combinatorial tricks, such as Theorem 1.2, to
determine whether or not known indecomposables are contained in P, and
if they are then we ``subtract'' them. After we have removed as much as
possible from P, we try to prove that what remains is indecomposable.
2. PARTITIONS WITH ENORMOUS 2-CORES
In this section we give an explicit description of some of the rows and
columns of the decomposition matrix of H which correspond to partitions
which have an ``enormous 2-core.'' These results are fundamental to the
rest of the paper.
In order to appreciate what it means for a partition to have an enor-
mous 2-core we first look more closely at the process of removing 2-hooks
from a partition in order to reach its 2-core. For convenience we identify
the diagram of l with the array of points
w xl s i , j : 1 F i F l l and 1 F j F l : Z = Z, 4 .  . i
 .  .where l l is the length of l i.e., the number of non-zero parts in l . A
w x  .  .4domino is a two element subset of l of the form i, j , i q 1, j or
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 .  .4i, j , i, j q 1 . Dominoes of the first kind are horizontal dominoes and
 .those of the second kind are ¨ertical. A domino d in the diagram of l is
remo¨able if there exists a sequence of disjoint dominoes d , . . . , d s d0 k
such that l y d y ??? yd is the diagram of a partition for i s 0, . . . , k.0 i
Two dominoes in l intersect if they have at least one node in common.
 .2.1 DEFINITION. We say that a partition l is 2-quotient separated if
whenever d is a removable domino in l then either d is horizontal and all
removable vertical dominoes in l appear in rows strictly below d , or d is
vertical and all removable horizontal dominoes appear in columns strictly
to the right of d.
If l is a 2-quotient separated partition then the removable dominoes in
w xl occur either as horizontal dominoes at the ``top'' of l or as vertical
 h ¨ .dominoes at the ``bottom'' of l. Consequently, we write l s l ; l c
where lh and l¨ are partitions such that lh is the number of removablei
dominoes in the ith row of l and l¨ is the number of removable verticalj
Ä . dominoes in the jth column of l, and c s l l note that the 2-cores are
.uniquely determined by their length . For ``enormous 2-cores'' the results
of this section are essentially independent of the 2-core so we will often
omit the subscript c from this notation.
h  ¨ .XNote that the components of the 2-quotient of l are l and l .
Consequently a 2-quotient separated partition l is alternating if and only
¨  .if l s 0 .
 .2.2 DEFINITION. A partition has an enormous 2-core if the 2-weight of
Ä .l is less than or equal to l l q 1.
 .  2 3.  22.3 EXAMPLE. Consider the three partitions 8, 7, 3 , 2, 1 s 2 ; 2,
2 .  3 3.  .  2 .1 , 8, 3, 2 , 1 s 2; 2, 1 , 6, 5 , 3, 2, 1 , and their diagrams below. It is4 4
easy to see that just the first two of these partitions are 2-quotient
separated and that only the second partition has an enormous 2-core.
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 .2.4 LEMMA. Suppose that l has an enormous 2-core. Then l is 2-quo-
tient separated.
Ä .Proof. If l is a partition with c s l l then l is not 2-quotient
 . w xseparated if and only if i, c q 3 y i g l for 1 F i F c q 2. This re-
 . w xquires also that i, c q 2 y i g l for 1 F i F c q 1. Thus the number of
w xremovable dominoes in l is at least c q 2, and so the 2-weight of l is at
least c q 2.
 h ¨ .Given a partition l with an enormous 2-core we may write l s l ; l .c
We can now state the main result of this section. It should be noted that
the only property of the Hecke algebra H needed in the proof is that
 .  X.S l s S l for all partitions l. Consequently the theorem also holds for
any Hecke algebra where q q 1 s 0, and in particular for the symmetric
group over fields of characteristic 2.
 .  h ¨ .2.5 THEOREM. Suppose that l s l ; l has an enormous 2-core andc
< h < < ¨ <let h s l and ¨ s l . Then
S l s a nn ¨ S n ; 0 , .  . . . cl l
n&hq¨
where a nh ¨ is the Littlewood]Richardson coefficient which gi¨ es the multiplic-l l
 .  h.  ¨ .ity of S n in S l ( S l .
  ..   . .Now partitions of the form n ; 0 are alternating, so S n ; 0 sc c
  .. .D n ; 0 by Theorem 1.4. Therefore, Theorem 2.5 gives the rows of thec
decomposition matrix of H which correspond to 2-singular partitions which
have enormous 2-cores. Explicitly,
 .  h ¨ .2.6 COROLLARY. Suppose that l s l ; l has an enormous 2-core.c
Then for any 2-regular partition m,
a nh ¨ if m s n ; 0 . . cl ld slm  0 otherwise.
To prove the theorem we need to introduce some notation. Given an
 .integer m define the virtual module v m by
my1
j jv m s y1 S m y j, 1 . .  .  .
js0
 .  y.  xy1.Note v m s 0 if m is even since S x, 1 s S y q 1, 1 for all
w x  .  .x, y G 1. It is known, see 7, Remark, p. 84 , that S l ( v m is the linear
combination of Specht modules whose partitions are obtained from l by
``wrapping skew m-hooks'' onto l in all possible ways and attaching a sign
 . lof y1 where l is the leg length of the skew hook.
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 .For an arbitrary partition m s m , . . . , m let1 s
v m s v m ( ??? ( v m .  .  .1 s
and define coefficients v bylmn
S l ( v m s v S n . .  .  . lmn
n
A reformulation of the Murnaghan]Nakayama Rule reveals that some of
these coefficients are known. For partitions t and n of n let x t denote
t  .the irreducible complex character of S associated with t and let x nn
denote the value x t takes upon the n-conjugacy class of S . Then wen
have the following result.
 .  w x.2.7 LEMMA Murnaghan]Nakayama Rule 7, Theorem 21.1 . Suppose
t  .that t and n are partitions of n. Then v s x n .0.tn
The next result is quite technical and is the heart of the proof of
 .Theorem 2.5 Lemma 2.7 is also crucial .
 .2.8 LEMMA. Suppose that l has an enormous 2-core and write l s
 h ¨ . < h < < ¨ <l ; l . Let h s l , ¨ s l , and suppose that 0 F m F ¨ . Then for any
partition m of ¨ y m
v S lh ; n s v h S h ; m . .  . mm.n l m.h
n&¨ h&hqm
 .Proof. By the above remarks v 2m s 0 so it suffices to show that
2.9 S lh ; m ( v 2m .  . .
s v h S h ; m y v S lh ; n . .  . l m.h mm.n
h&hqm n&¨
 h .  .It was also stated above that S l ; m ( v 2m is the linear combination
of Specht modules which correspond to partitions s obtained by wrapping
 h .skew 2m-hooks onto the partition l ; m in all possible ways and attach-
ing the appropriate signs. Suppose that s is such a partition. Then s has
 h ¨ .the same 2-core and the same 2-weight as l s l ; l and so it also has
an enormous 2-core. Therefore, s is 2-quotient separated, so we may
 h ¨ .write s s s ; s , and it follows that when the skew 2m-hook was added
 h .to l ; m to form s either all of the dominoes making up the skew hook
were placed horizontally or they were all placed vertically. Equivalently,
 .  h .s s h; m or s s l ; n where h & h q m and n & ¨ respectively.
 .First consider the case where s s h; m for some h. Then h was
 h .obtained by wrapping a 2m-hook onto the ``top'' of l ; m . To the right of
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 h . hits 2-core, l ; m has 2l nodes in row i and s has 2h nodes; soi i
 h.  h .h y l horizontal dominoes have been added to the ith row of l ; mi i
for each i to make h. It follows that v h s v h which estab-l ; m .2 m.s l m.h
 .lishes the first half of 2.9 .
 h .The case where s s l ; n is similar, the only difference being that
everything is phrased in terms of the conjugate partitions; this introduces a
sign change due to a change in the parity of the leg length of the added
hook.
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2.5; however, before we do
so we give an example to illustrate the proof.
 .  3 3.  .2.10 EXAMPLE. The partition l s 6, 3, 2 , 1 s 1; 2, 1 has an4
 .enormous 2-core. In order to prove the result for l we use 2.9 to
  ..  .  .  .calculate 1; 0 ( v 2m where m runs over the partitions 3 , 2, 1 , and4
 3.1 of 3:
S 1; 3 y S 1; 2, 1 q S 1; 13 s S 4; 0 y S 22 ; 0 q S 14 ; 0 .  .  .  .  .  .
y S 1; 3 q S 1; 13 s S 4; 0 q S 3, 1; 0 y S 2, 12 ; 0 .  .  .  .  .
y S 14 ; 0 y S 3; 1 y S 13 ; 1 .  .  .
q S 2; 12 y S 12 ; 12 .  .
y S 2; 2 q S 12 ; 2 .  .
S 1; 3 q 2 S 1; 2, 1 q S 1; 13 s S 4; 0 q 2 S 3, 1; 0 q 2 S 22 ; 0 .  .  .  .  .  .
q 3 S 2, 12 ; 0 q S 14 ; 0 .  .
y 3 S 3; 1 y 6 S 2, 1; 1 .  .
y 3 S 13 ; 1 q 3 S 2; 2 .  .
q 3 S 12 ;2 q3 S 12 ;12 qS 2;12 .  .  .
By induction, everything upon the right-hand side is known and hence is
  ..expressible as a linear combination of S h; 0 for h & 4. As predicted by
Lemma 2.7 the coefficients on the left-hand side are from the character
table of S . Hence there is a unique way of writing the terms on the3
  ..left-hand side as a linear combination of the S h; 0 .
< ¨ < < h <Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let ¨ s l and h s l . We use induction on
¨  .  .¨ . First consider the case where l s 1 . Taking m s 0 in Lemma 2.8
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shows that
S l s S lh ; 1 s v h S h ; 0 . .  .  . . .  l 1.h
h&hq1
Since it is clear that v s a t the result follows in this case.s 1.t s 1.
Now suppose that ¨ ) 1 and that the result has been established for
 h ¨ . < ¨ <all partitions s s s ; s with enormous 2-cores and s - ¨. For
 .any partition t s t , . . . , t of ¨ we wish to consider the product1 k
 h  ..  .  .  .S l ; 0 ( v 2t s 0 where 2t s 2t , . . . , 2t . If t s ¨ then by Lemma1 k
2.8
v S lh ; n s v h S h ; 0 ; .  . . 0.¨ .n l ¨ .h
n&¨ h&hq¨
 h .so we have written a linear combination of Specht modules S l ; n as a
  ..linear combination of Specht modules of the form S h; 0 where n & ¨
and h & h q ¨ . If t has more than one part then again by Lemma 2.8
v S lh ; n ( v 2t , . . . , 2t .  . 0.t .n 2 k1
n&¨
s v h S h ; 0 ( v 2t , . . . , 2t . .  . . l t .h 2 k1
h&hq¨
 .By applying Lemma 2.8 k y 1 more times and using induction to rewrite
 . < <any terms of the form S h; n where n - ¨ , we obtain an equation of the
form
2.11 v S lh ; n s v h S h ; 0 .  .  . .Ä t 0.tn l th
n&¨ h&hq¨
 h .hfor some coefficients v g Z. So we have expressed  v S l ; nÄl th n & ¨ 0.tn
  ..as a linear combination of Specht modules of the form S h; 0 for
h & h q ¨ .
t  .Now, by Lemma 2.7, v s x n ; so the left-hand side of each0.tn
 . t  .  h .equation in 2.11 is  x n S l ; n . Therefore, since the charactert n
table of the symmetric group S is non-singular, the system of equations¨
 .in 2.11 has a unique solution. That is to say, for all partitions n of ¨t
 h .there is a unique way of writing S l ; n as a linear combination of
  ..Specht modules of the form S h; 0 where h & h q ¨ .
 .To complete the proof it only remains to note that Eq. 2.9 agrees with
the answer given by the Littlewood]Richardson rule; consequently each
 .equation in 2.11 is also consistent with the Littlewood]Richardson rule.t
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If l is a partition with an enormous 2-core then Corollary 2.6 gives a
 .nice answer for the decomposition of the Specht module S l as a sum of
 .simple H-modules D m . We now use Corollary 2.6 to calculate the
columns of the decomposition matrix corresponding to 2-regular partitions
with enormous 2-cores. In Theorem 5.7 below we extend this result to a
class of 2-regular partitions which are 2-quotient separated but which do
not necessarily have enormous 2-cores.
 .  h  ..2.12 THEOREM. Suppose that m s m ; 0 is a 2-regular partition withc
an enormous 2-core. Then m is the only 2-regular partition contained in
 .P m and for all l
a m
h
h ¨ if l s lh ; l¨ . cl ld slm  0 otherwise.
 .  .Proof. Suppose that S l : P m . Then l has the same 2-core and
the same 2-weight as m so it also have an enormous 2-core. Consequently
 h ¨ . mhh ¨we may write l s l ; l and moreover d s a by Corollary 2.6.c lm l l
 .It remains to show that the only 2-regular partition in P m is m itself.
¨  .Suppose that l is 2-regular; then l s 0 . Therefore, d / 0 if and onlylm
hm
hif a / 0, which is if and only if l s m.l 0.
3. THE FIRST TWO COLUMNS
In this section we give explicit formulae for the columns of the decom-
 .  .position matrix of H indexed by the partitions n and n y 1, 1 .
 .3.1 LEMMA. Suppose that x G 2 and y G 1. Then
y




yy1 .  .  .  .ii S x, 2, 1 s S x q k, y y k, 1 q c S x q y y 1, 2 ,
ks0
2Nk
where c s 0 if y is e¨en and c s 1 otherwise.
 y.  xy1.Proof. We may assume that x G y since S x, 1 s S y q 1, 1 and
 y.  xy2 .  .  .S x, 2, 1 s S y q 2, 2, 1 for i and ii respectively.
 .  y.Now S y s S 1 , so by the Littlewood]Richardson rule
0 s S x ( S y y S 1 y .  .  . .
s S x q y q S x q y y 1, 1 q ??? .  .
q S x , y y S x q 1, 1 yy1 y S x , 1 y ; .  .  .
 .from which i follows by induction.
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 .  .To prove ii , induce the formulae from i from the Hecke algebra H ton
H to obtain:nq1
S x q 1, 1 y q S x , 2, 1 yy1 q S x , 1 yq1 .  .  .
y
s S x q k q 1, y y k q S x q k , y q 1 y k .  .
ks0
<2 k
qS x q k , y y k , 1 . . .
 y.  yq1.If y is odd then S x q 1, 1 and S x, 1 can be subtracted from both
 .  .sides of this equation using i to give ii . If y is even then the second to
 2 .  .last term on the right-hand side is S x q y y 1, 1 which by i is equal to
 .  .S x q y q 1 q S x q y y 1, 2 . Making this substitution we can again
 y.  yq1.subtract S x q 1, 1 and S x, 1 from both sides and this gives the
yy1 .formula for S x, 2, 1 .
We can now establish the result for the first column of the decomposi-
tion matrix of H. Succinctly, the entries in the first column of the
decomposition matrix are 1 opposite the hook partitions which have the
 .same 2-core as n and 0 elsewhere.
n
nyx .  .  .  .3.2 THEOREM. i If n is e¨en then P n s S x, 1 .
xs1
n
nyx .  .  .ii If n is odd then P n s S x, 1 .
xs1
2¦x
Proof. We use induction on n. Since the result is trivial when n s 1 we
 .may assume that n ) 1 and that the result is known for P n y 1 .
First suppose that n is even. Then, by induction,
n n
nyx nyxP n y 1 ­1 s S x , 1 ­1 s S x , 1 . .  .  . 
xs1 xs1
2¦x
 .Since the only 2-regular partitions on the right-hand side are n and
 .  .  .n y 1, 1 we need only show that D n : S n y 1, 1 . However, since
 .  ny2 .  .S n y 1, 1 s S 2, 1 this is a consequence of Lemma 3.1 i , prov-
 .ing i .
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Now suppose that n is odd. Again by induction
n
nyxP n y 1 ­0 s S x , 1 ­0 .  .
xs1
n ny2
nyx nyxy2s S x , 1 q S x , 2, 1 . .  . 
xs1 xs2
2¦x
 .There are three 2-regular partitions on the right-hand side; namely, n ,
 .  .  .n y 2, 2 , and n y 3, 2, 1 . By Theorem 1.4, S n y 2, 2 is irreducible so
 .  .D n ­ S n y 2, 2 ; consequently there are at least two indecomposables
 .  .  nyx.in the sum above. By Lemma 3.1 i , D n : S x, 1 whenever x is odd.
 .  .  nyxy2 .Also, by Lemma 3.1 ii , D n y 2, 2 : S x, 2, 1 when x is odd and
 .  nyxy2 . S n y 3, 2, 1 : S x, 2, 1 when x is even. However, since S n y
.  ny5.  .  nyxy2 .3, 2, 1 s S 3, 2, 1 this shows that D n y 2, 2 : S x, 2, 1 for all
2 F x F n y 2 and so completes the proof.
 .We vastly generalize the next result in the Scattering Theorem 6.4
below; however, we need it to get things started.
 .  .3.3 COROLLARY. Let l s l , . . . , l be a 2-regular partition such that1 r
 .l ' l mod 2 for some 1 F i F r y 1. Let m be the partition withi iq1
 4m s l for j f i, i q 1 , m s l y 1, and m s l q 1. Then d s 1.j j i i iq1 iq1 ml
 .Proof. Removing the first i y 1 rows and the first l columns usingiq1
Theorem 1.2 shows that d s d s 1 where n s l y l .ml ny1, 1.n. i iq1
ny1
nyx .  .  .  .3.4 THEOREM. i If n ) 1 is odd then P n y 1, 1 s S x, 1 .
xs2
2Nx
 .ii If n ) 2 is e¨en then
ny1 ny2
nyx nyxy2P n y 1, 1 s S x , 1 q S x , 2, 1 . .  .  . 
xs2 xs2
2Nx
Proof. Suppose first that n is odd. By Theorem 3.2
ny1
nyxP n y 1 ­1 s 2 S x , 1 .  .
xs2
<2 x
 .so i follows.
 .Now suppose that n ) 2 is even. Then by i we see that
ny1 ny2




Hence this module is projective and it suffices to show that d /ny2, 2.ny1, 1.
 .  .0 since n y 1, 1 and n y 2, 2 are the only 2-regular partitions on the
right-hand side. However, d s 1 by Corollary 3.3 so we areny2, 2.ny1, 1.
done.
Continuing in a similar vein it is not difficult to give explicit formulae for
the next few columns of the decomposition matrix indeed, the proof of
 . .Theorem 3.2 constructs the indecomposable P n y 2, 2 for n odd ;
however, we postpone such considerations until Section 7 where we give
explicit formulae for all of the indecomposable modules which correspond
to 2-regular partitions of length 2. Before we can do this we need to use
the information garnered in the last two sections to build a more general
theory.
4. THE GIRTH OF A PROJECTIVE MODULE
Recall from Definition 1.5 that a partition l of length r is alternating if
 .l k l mod 2 whenever 1 F i F r y 1. By Theorem 1.4, if l is alter-i iq1
 .  .nating then S l s D l . Consequently:
 .4.1 . Suppose that l is alternating and that P is a projective H-mod-
 .  . X X ule containing S l . Then P s P l [ P for some H-module P possi-
.bly 0 .
 .4.2 DEFINITION. The girth of a projective H-module P is the integer g
such that
g s max k : there exists S m : P such that m G k . 4 . k
 .If P is a projective module of girth g and S m : P, then the shape of
m is tightly constrained. The definition is perhaps best illustrated by the
diagram below.
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The figure is reminiscent of the results in Section 2 on enormous 2-cores;
and indeed the importance of girth also derives from the Littlewood]Rich-
ardson rule.
 .4.3 . Note that if P has girth g then P ­1 has girth at most g ;
whereas P ­0 has girth at most g q 1. Similarly, P x1 and P x0 have girth
at most g.
As we shall see the concept of girth is an important one in describing
the decomposition matrix of H. Using it we will be able to apply our results
on partitions with enormous 2-cores to ``smaller'' partitions and also
extend these results to other partitions where the Littlewood]Richardson
rule does not apply directly. We begin by considering staircase partitions.
 .4.4 DEFINITION. A partition l is a staircase partition if l is an
 .alternating partition of the form l , . . . , l , s, . . . , 1 where the ith part of1 r
l is r q s y i q 1 for i s r q 1, . . . , r q s and s G r y 1.
Note that staircase partitions are 2-quotient separated see Definition
.2.1 .
 .  .4.5 THEOREM. Let l s l , . . . , l , r, . . . , 1 be a staircase partition.1 r
 .Then P l has girth r.
 .Proof. We use induction on r. If r s 1 then l s n y 1, 1 where n is
 .odd so the result is immediate from Theorem 3.4 i . Suppose then that
r ) 1.
 .  .  .First note that P l has girth at least r since S l : P l . By
 .induction, P l y 1, . . . , l y 1, r y 1, . . . , 1 has girth r y 1. Since the2 r
 .projective H-module P l y 1 contains only hook partitions by Theorem1
3.2, it follows from the Littlewood]Richardson rule that the module
P s P l y 1, . . . , l y 1, r y 1, . . . , 1 ( P l y 1 .  .2 r 1
2 r  .has girth r ; consequently, P ­1 also has girth at most r by 4.3 . Since
 .  . 2 rS l y 1, . . . , l y 1, r y 1, . . . , 1 : P we see that S l : P ­1 . The1 r
 .  .result now follows by 4.1 and 4.3 .
More generally, we find:
 .  .4.6 COROLLARY. Let l s l , . . . , l , s, . . . , 1 be a staircase partition1 r
 . ? . @ ?  . . @with s G r y 1. Then P l has girth s q r q 1 r2 s l l q 1 r2 .
Proof. The case where s s r y 1 is proved in the course of theorem. If
 . ? . @  .  .s G r then the girth of P l is at least s q r q 1 r2 since S l : P l .
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 .  .The result now follows by induction on s using 4.1 and 4.3 since
S l q 1, . . . , l q 1, s q 1, s, . . . , 1 : P l , . . . , l , s, . . . , 1 ­ a rqsq1 .  .1 r 1 r
 .where a s r q s mod 2 .
The theorem also allows us to obtain a more general, although less
precise, result for arbitrary 2-regular partitions.
 .  .4.7 THEOREM. Let l s l , . . . , l be a 2-regular partition. Then the1 r
 .girth of P l is at most r.
 .Proof. If l is an alternating partition then by 4.1
P l : P l q r y 1, . . . , l q r y 1, r y 1, . . . , 1 x02 ry112 ry2 ??? a rq1 , .  .1 r
 .  .  .where a s r mod 2 . Consequently P l has girth at most r by 4.3 and
Corollary 4.6. If l is not alternating then the result follows by combining
 .4.3 with the following lemma.
 .4.8 LEMMA. Let l be any 2-regular partition of length r. Then there
U U  .exists an alternating partition l of length r such that l s l and P l :1 1
 U . i1 i ry 1  .P l x a ??? a where a s 0 or 1 and i s 0 or r y j 1 F j F r y 1 .1 ry1 j j
Proof. We use induction on r. When r s 1 there is nothing to prove so
 .suppose that r ) 1. By induction there exists a partition n s n , . . . , n2 r
 .  . i2 i ry 1with n s l and P l , . . . , l : P n x a ??? a where a and i are2 2 2 r 2 ry1 j j
as above for 2 F j F r y 1. Define lU to be the partition with lU s l and1 1
U  . Ul s n if l k l mod 2 and l s n q 1 otherwise for 2 F i F r. Theni i 1 2 i i
lU is alternating and it is easy to see that
P l : P l , n , . . . , n x a i2 ??? a i ry 1 : P lU x a i1 ??? a i ry 1 , .  .  .1 2 r 2 ry1 1 ry1
 .  .where a s l y 1 mod 2 and i s r y 1 if l ' l mod 2 and i s 01 1 1 1 2 1
otherwise.
 .  .4.9 COROLLARY. Suppose that l s l , . . . , l is a partition of length r1 r
and that d ) 0 for some 2-regular partition m. Thenlm
 .  .i if l G r then l m s r ;r
 .  .  .ii if l m s l l then 0 F l y m F r y 1.r r
 .Proof. If l G r and d / 0 then P m has girth at least r so byr lm
 .  .  .  .Theorem 4.7, l m G r. On the other hand, le m so l m F l l and iy
follows.
 .Suppose now that l m s r. Then m F l since le m so we can user r y
Theorem 1.2 to remove the first m columns from l and m which showsr
that
0 / d s d .lm l ym , . . . , l ym . m ym , . . . , m ym .1 r r r 1 r ry1 r
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 .By Theorem 4.7 P m y m , . . . , m y m has girth at most r y 1, so it1 r ry1 r
 .follows that l y m F r y 1, proving ii .r r
It is not hard to write down an explicit description of the partition lU
constructed in the proof of Lemma 4.8. In general it appears that the most
 .efficient way to construct the indecomposable P l may be to start with
the indecomposable for lU and then restrict accordingly. This gives a
 .projective module which contains P l and now one is left with the task
of deciding whether there are any other indecomposables contained in this
module.
Unfortunately we are not at present able to describe the indecompos-
ables for all alternating partitions. By the proof of Lemma 4.8 the
indecomposable module corresponding to any 2-regular partition is con-
 .tained in some restriction of some P l where l is a staircase partition;
we describe these indecomposables next.
5. STAIRCASE PARTITIONS
With the last section for motivation we now investigate the indecompos-
 .able H-modules corresponding to staircase partitions see Definition 4.4 .
 .  .5.1 LEMMA. Let l s l , . . . , l , r y 1, . . . , 1 be a staircase partition.1 r
 .Then the only 2-regular partition contained in P l is l itself. Moreo¨er, if
 . X X  .d / 0 then m ' l mod 2 and m ' l mod 2 for all i where 1 F i F r.ml i i i i
Proof. First note that the 2-core of l is the partition 2 r y 1, 2 r y
. < <2, . . . , 1 . If m is a partition of l such that d / 0 then the diagram for mml
can be obtained from l by rearranging the dominoes of l which are
outside the 2-core. Since l is alternating and of the given shape the only
movable dominoes appear in the first r rows and are horizontal. Moreover,
 .since P l has girth r by Corollary 4.6, m must be obtained by a
combination of shuffling dominoes between the first r rows of l and
moving horizontal dominoes from the first r rows into the first r columns
and placing them there vertically. Consequently, if d ) 0 then m ' lml i i
 . X X  .mod 2 and m ' l mod 2 for all 1 F i F r as claimed.i i
Now, if dominoes are shuffled only within the first r rows then another
 .alternating partition m results; so d s 0 by 4.1 . Alternatively, sinceml
 .P l has girth r, if any dominoes are moved into the first r columns we
obtain a 2-singular partition. Hence l is the only 2-regular partition in
 .P l and the proof is complete.
In order to proceed further we need to introduce some new notation. As
w x  4is usual, given an integer k we let k s 1, 2, . . . , k .
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 .  .  .5.2 Notation. i Let l s l , . . . , l be a partition with l ) 0 and1 r r
w x w x I ­ Jlet I : r q 1 and J : l q 1 . Then l is the partition obtained from1
l by first adding a node to row i for all i g I and then adding a node to
 I ­ Jcolumn j for all j g J with the agreement that l s 0 if this is not a
.partition .
 . w x w x I x Jii Similarly, if I : r and J : l then l is the partition1
 I x Jwhere nodes are removed from these rows and columns where again l
.is 0 if this is not a partition .
 .  4  4iii If I s i , . . . , i and J s j , . . . , j then we shall sometimes1 a 1 b
write li1 . . . i a­ j1 . . . jb instead of lI ­ J and similarly for lI x J.
If either superscript I or J is empty then we omit it. We frequently write
l ix . j­ . for the partition obtained from l by moving a node from the end
of the ith row to the end of the jth row.
 .  .5.3 EXAMPLE. Let l s 17, 14, 13, 8, 3, 2, 1 . This is a staircase parti-
tion of the type we are currently considering. Using our new notation
 . w8x­ w4x­ w4x ­ w8x 2, 4 x w3x  218, 15, 14, 9, 4, 3, 2, 1 s l s l s l and l s 17, 13 , 7,
.2, 1 .
 .  .5.4 THEOREM. Let l s l , . . . , l , s, . . . , 1 be a staircase partition1 r
with s G r y 1. Then:
 .  .i The only 2-regular partition appearing in P l is l. Moreo¨er, if
 . X X  .d / 0 then m ' l mod 2 for all 1 F i F r and m ' l mod 2 for allml i i j j
1 F j F s q 1.
 .  . rqsq1  .  w rqsq1x­ .ii P l ­ a s r q s q 1 ! P l where a s r q s
 .mod 2 .
 .  . rqs  .  w rqs xx .iii P l x b s r q s ! P l when s G r and b s r q s q 1
 .mod 2 .
 .iv There is a bijection
< < < w rqsq1x­ < w rqsq1x­u s u : m & l : d / 0 ª m & l : d / 0 4  4l ml ml
 . w rqsq1x­  .such that u l s l and d s d for all m. Explicitly, u m sml u  m .u l.
mw r x­ w sq1x.
 .  .  .  .Proof. We prove i , ii , and iv by induction on s. By Lemma 5.1, i is
 .true when s s r y 1. Suppose now that s G r and that we know that i
 .  .  .holds for l; we show that this implies ii and iv for l and i for
w rqsq1x­  . w r x­ w sq1xl s l q 1, . . . , l q 1, s q 1, s, . . . , 1 s l .1 r
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 .  .  .Let a s r q s mod 2 ' l q 1 mod 2 as in ii above and suppose1
 . X X  .that d / 0. By induction, m ' l mod 2 and m ' l mod 2 for all forml i i j j
 w r x­ w sq1x.  . rqsq10 F i F r and 0 F j F s q 1. Therefore, 0 / S m : P l ­ a
and the only places where a node with a 's parity may be added to the
.diagram of m are the first r rows and the first s q 1 columns. Conse-
quently,
5.5 S m ­ a rqsq1 s r q s q 1 ! S mw r x­ w sq1x , .  .  .  .
 . w rqsq1x­   w rqsq1x­ .  . rqsq1  ..so i holds for l since P l : P l ­ a by 4.1 .
 . w r x­ w sq1xMoreover, by i m is 2-regular if and only if m is 2-regular, so
w rqsq1x­ w r x­ w sq1x  . rqsq1l s l is the only 2-regular partition in P l ­ a .
 .  .  .  .Hence ii is established, and ii and 5.5 together give iv . Therefore, we
 .  .  .have proved i , ii , and iv for all l.
 .It remains to consider iii ; however, this now follows from the bijection
 .  .in iv together with ii .
 .  .5.6 EXAMPLE. Suppose that n ) 1 is odd. Then n y 1, 1 is a stair-
 .  . 3case partition so 3! P n, 2, 1 s P n y 1, 1 ­0 by the previous theorem.
 .Therefore, by Theorem 3.4 i ,
ny1 ny1
nyx 3 nyx3! P n , 2, 1 s S x , 1 ­0 s 3! S x q 1, 2, 1 . .  .  . 
xs2 xs2
< <2 x 2 x
 .More generally, applying Theorem 5.4 k q 1 times shows that
ny1
nyxP n q k , k q 2, k q 1, . . . , 1 s S x q k q 1, k q 2, . . . , 2, 1 .  .
xs2
<2 x
for all k G 1 when n ) 1 is odd.
The example is a good illustration of our next result because with
successive applications of Theorem 5.4 we obtain partitions with larger and
 .larger 2-cores which all have the same 2-weight as n y 1, 1 . Conse-
quently, for large enough k all of the partitions appearing in P n q k, k
.q 2, k q 1, . . . , 1 have enormous 2-cores and so this example becomes a
special case of Theorem 2.12.
 .Let l s l , . . . , l , s, . . . , 1 be a staircase partition with s G r y 1.1 r
 .Then l is 2-quotient separated see Definition 2.1 , and so we may write
h Ä  ..   . .l s l ; 0 note that l l s r q s .rqs
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 .  .5.7 THEOREM. Let l s l , . . . , l , s, . . . , 1 be a staircase partition of1 r




h ¨ if m s mh ; m¨ .m m rqsd sml  0 otherwise.
 .Proof. Suppose that d / 0. Then by Theorem 5.4 i m is 2-quotientml
 h ¨ .separated and we may write m s m ; m . Let u be the bijection ofrqs
 .  . w r x­ w sq1xTheorem 5.4 iv . Then u m s m , so
u mh ; m¨ s mh ; m¨ . .  . .rqs rqsq1
Consequently, by applying the map u sufficiently many times we can
 .``inflate'' all of the partitions in P l to partitions with enormous 2-cores.
Since the map u preserves decomposition numbers the result now follows
by Theorem 2.12.
An example of a calculation using Theorem 5.7 is given in Lemma 7.3
where it is used to give an explicit formula for the indecomposable
 .  .H-modules of the form P l , l , 1 where l , l , 1 is a staircase parti-1 2 1 2
tion.
 .  .5.8 COROLLARY. Let l s l , . . . , l , s, . . . , 1 be a staircase partition1 r
 .with s G r y 1 and let g be the girth of P l . Suppose that d / 0. Thenml
m F l and mX G lX for all 1 F i F g .i i i i
Indeed, mX s lX s r q s q 1 y i for all r - i F s q 1.i i
 .  .Proof. In order to find which S m occur in P l all we need to do is
 .move horizontal dominoes from the first r rows of l outside the 2-core
into the first r columns in all possible ways allowed by the inverse
Littlewood-Richardson rule. In particular, nodes may be added only to the
first r columns of l in forming m. The result follows.
 .  .5.9 THEOREM. Let l s l , . . . , l , s, . . . , 1 be a staircase partition of1 r
n, with s G r y 1, and suppose that 0 F k F r q s q 1. Then the following
hold.
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 . w k xxi Suppose that s is a partition of n q k. Then d s d ifsl ml
I ­ J w x w xs s m for some partition m of n and some I : r and J : s q 1 with
< < < < w k x­I q J s k, and d s 0 otherwise.sl
 . I ­ w x < < w k x­ii If s s l for some I : r q s q 1 , and I s k, then d s 1;sl
moreo¨er, e¨ery 2-regular partition s such that d w k x­ / 0 has this form.sl
 .  .  . k  w k x­ .iii Let a s r q s mod 2 . Then P l ­ a s k! P l .
 .  .iv Let b s r q s q 1 mod 2 . If s G r and 0 F k F r q s then
 . k  x w k x.P l x b s k! P l .
 .Proof. Let s be a partition of n q k and a s r q s mod 2 . By the
 .  .  . k I ­ Jcongruences of Theorem 5.4 i , S s : P l ­ a if and only if s s m
w x w x < < < <  .where d / 0, I : r , J : s q 1 , and I q J s k; moreover, S sml
 . kappears with multiplicity k!d in P l ­ a .ml
Assume that d / 0 for some partition m / l. We first show that allml
I ­ J ?partitions of the form m are 2-singular. By Corollary 4.6, g s r q s q
. @  . X X1 r2 is the girth of P l . Since m / l, m G l q 2 for some j withj j
 . X X1 F j F g by Corollary 5.8. If g F s i.e., s ) r y 1 , then m s lgq1 gq1
and hence mX G mX q 3 for some i with 1 F i F g, and so m I ­ J isi iq1
2-singular. On the other hand, if g ) s then s s r y 1 and if m I ­ J is
X w x2-regular then we must have m s 2 r y i q 2 for all i g r . However,i
such m become 2-regular only after a node with 2-residue 0 is added to the
 .end of the r q 1 st row of m; as a s 1 when s s r y 1 it follows that
 . kS m ­ a contains only 2-singular partitions.
I ­ w x < <We next show that if s s l , where I : r q s q 1 and I s k, then
d w k x­ s 1. By way of contradiction, let s be a partition, first in thesl
lexicographic order, for which this is false. Then s / lw k x­ and s must be
 .  . k2-regular with k! P s : P l ­ a . Now if, when we construct s from l,
we were to add nodes only to the first s columns of l then s would be
2-singular. Therefore, at least one node has been added to one of the first
w xr q 1 rows of l. Hence there exists a j g r such that s s l andj j
s s l q 1. Also, s ) s q 1 since s is 2-regular and l is alter-jq1 jq1 j jq1
nating. Let r s s  jx . jq1­ .; then r / 0 and d s 1 by Corollary 3.3.rs
 .  .  . kTherefore S r : P s : P l ­ a . In particular, r F l q 1 for 1 Fi i
 . ki F r by Corollary 5.8, and r F r q 1 since P l ­ a has girth at mostrq1
r q 1. But r s l q 2, which is a contradiction. Therefore, d w k x­ s 1,jq1 jq1 sl
as required.
All parts of the theorem now follow.
 .5.10 Remark. Combining the results of Theorem 5.4, Theorem 5.7,
 .and Theorem 5.9 we see that if l s l , . . . , l , r y 1, . . . , 1 is any stair-1 r
case partition then the decomposition numbers d are determined by theml
 .inverse Littlewood]Richardson rule and these decomposition numbers
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determine the decomposition numbers for the indecomposable H-modules
corresponding to the partitions
l, lw1x­ , lw2x­ , . . . , lw rqsq1x­ , lw rqsq1x­ .w1x­ . , . . . , lw rqsq1x­ .w rqsq2x­ . , . . . .
6. THE SCATTERING THEOREM
We now apply the results from the previous section to 2-regular parti-
tions of arbitrary shape.
 .  .6.1 THEOREM. Suppose that l s l , . . . , l , where l ) 0, is a 2-regu-1 r r
lar partition of n for which there exists an integer b with 0 F b F r y 1 such
 .  .that both l , . . . , l and l , . . . , l are alternating partitions and l y1 b bq1 r b
 .l is e¨en if b ) 0 . Let m be any partition of n.bq1
 .  .i Suppose that l is odd and that l m F r q 1. Then d / 0 if andr ml
 I x . J ­ . w x  4only if m s l for two sets I : b and J : b q 1, . . . , r q 1 such
< < < <that I s J . If d / 0 then d s 1.ml ml
 .  .ii Suppose that l is e¨en and l m s r. Then d / 0 if and only ifr ml
 I x . J ­ . w x  4 < < < <m s l for two sets I : b and J : b q 1, . . . , r such that I s J .
If d / 0 then d s 1.ml ml
Before we prove theorem we give an example to illustrate it.
 .6.2 EXAMPLE. The result concerns partitions which can be ``cut'' at
the bth row to give two alternating partitions. It has a ``pictorial'' descrip-
 .tion using 2-residues and diagrams. Consider the two partitions 11, 8, 6, 3




1 0 1 1
0 1
For both partitions b s 2. The theorem says, for example, that
d s 1 and d s 1. To prove the theorem10, 7, 7, 3, 1.11, 8, 6, 3. 10, 8, 6, 4, 2.11, 8, 6, 3, 2.
for the first partition we add three columns of lengths 5, 6, and 7 to the left
 .of the diagram of 11, 8, 6, 3 so that we can consider the partition
 .14, 11, 9, 6, 3, 2, 1 and so apply Theorem 5.9. For the second partition,
since we are only interested in partitions m of length 5, we can remove the
 .first column from l and then we are back in case i .
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 .Proof of Theorem 6.1. Suppose first that l is odd and l m F r q 1.r
Then by Theorem 1.2, d s d U U whereml m l
mU s m q r y 1, . . . , m q r y 1, m q r y 1, r y 2, . . . , 1 .1 r rq1
and
lU s l q r y 1, . . . , l q r y 1, r y 1, . . . , 1 .1 r
  .so we have added a ``wedge'' of r y 1 columns to the left of l and m to
. U w b x­make them resemble staircase partitions . Then l s n where n s
 .n , . . . , n , r y 1, . . . , 1 is a staircase partition. Therefore, by Theorem1 r
 . U L­ w x < <5.9 ii , d / 0 if and only if m s n for some L : r q 1 with L s b,ml
w x w x Uin which case d s 1. Let I s b R L and J s L R b . Then m sml
U  I x . J ­ . < < < < U Ul and I s J . Moreover, since l and m agree on the first
 .  I x . J ­ .r y 1 columns, m s l as required.
 .Now suppose that l is even and l m s r. Removing the first col-r
umn from l and m using Theorem 1.2 shows that d sml
 .  .d , so part ii follows from part i . m y1, . . . , m y1.l y1, . . . , l y1.1 r 1 r
The following result on alternating partitions will be needed later:
 .6.3 COROLLARY. Let l be an alternating partition of length r and let m
 .be any partition with l m F r q 1.
 .i Suppose that l is odd. Then d / 0 if and only if m s l.r ml
 .ii Suppose that l is e¨en. Then d / 0 if and only if m s l orr ml
 ix . rq1­ . w xm s l for some i g r , in which case d s 1.ml
Proof. The case where l is odd is a direct application of Theorem 6.1,r
 .  .taking the first partition l , . . . , l to be empty i.e., b s 0 .1 b
Now suppose that l is even. This amounts to saying that a node can ber
 .moved from the end of any row of l down to the r q 1 st row without
 .changing its 2-residue. To prove part ii , add a new first column of length
 .r q 1 to l, apply part i of Theorem 6.1, and then remove the first
column.
Using Theorem 1.2 we can give a small generalization of Theorem 6.1
which is useful for practical applications. In this guise the result is a
w xvariation on a result of Carter and Payne 1 for the symmetric group.
In the statement of the theorem, when c s r q 1 the condition that
 .l , . . . , l is alternating is to be interpreted as meaning that l y lbq1 c i iq1
is odd for b q 1 F i F r.
 .  .  .6.4 THEOREM Scattering Theorem . Suppose that l s l , . . . , l ,1 r
where l ) 0, is a 2-regular partition for which there exist integers 1 F a Fr
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 .  .b - c F r q 1 such that both l , . . . , l and l , . . . , l are alternatinga b bq1 c
 .  4  4partitions and l ' l mod 2 . Let I : a, . . . , b and J : b q 1, . . . , cb bq1
< < < <  I x . J ­ .be two sets such that I s J and set m s l . Then d s 1.ml
Proof. Using Theorem 1.2 to remove extra rows and columns we can
reduce to the case where a s 1 and c s r q 1 which is the situation
 .considered in Theorem 6.1 i .
Although the statement looks somewhat formidable all the result says is
that Theorem 6.1 can be applied to adjacent alternating partitions ``inside''
 .a given partition. For example, if l s 15, 12, 11, 8, 6, 3, 2, 1 then l ``con-
 .  .  .tains'' the alternating partitions 15, 12 , 11, 8 , and 6, 3, 2, 1 . Applying
the Scattering Theorem to the second and third of these partitions, for
example, shows that d s 1.15, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1.l
The Scattering Theorem is quite powerful both as a theoretical and as a
practical tool. We first use it to characterize the irreducible Specht
 .modules. The idea of the proof is simple; for example, if l s 11, 8, 6, 3, 2
is the second partition considered in Example 6.2 then we ``pick up'' the
three ones at the end of the last three rows of l and move them to the
end of the first three rows of l. The Scattering Theorem shows that
 .d s 1, so S l is not irreducible.11, 8, 6, 3, 2.12, 9, 6, 2, 1.
 .  .6.5 COROLLARY. Let l be any 2-regular partition. Then S l is irre-
ducible if and only if l is alternating.
 .Proof. If l is alternating then by Theorem 1.4 S l is irreducible; so
 .suppose that l s l , . . . , l is not alternating. Then there exists an i1 r
 .such that l ' l mod 2 where 1 - i F r. Choose i to be minimal withiy1 i
this property so i is the first row to end with a 2-residue different from
.that at the end the first row of l , and let j be the smallest number such
 .  . that l y i ' l y j mod 2 and l ' l mod 2 so the 2-residue at thei j jq1 j
end of the ith and jth rows are equal but the 2-residue at the end of the
 . .  .j q 1 th row is different . If there is no such j take j s l l . Now let
 4 w x  I x . J ­ .I s i, . . . , j and J s j y i q 1 and let m s l . Then m is a
2-regular partition with m / l and d s 1 by the Scattering Theorem.lm
 .  .  .That is to say, D m : S l ; so S l is not irreducible.
 .By Theorem 5.7 we know the indecomposable module P l for all
 .staircase partitions l s l , . . . , l , s, . . . , 1 , where s G r y 1, and in The-1 r
 .orem 5.9 we described how to restrict and induce these modules when-
ever s G r. Using the Scattering Theorem we next investigate the restric-
 .tion of P l for partitions with s s r y 1. It turns out that we can go
down one more ``level'' without losing indecomposability; however, restrict-
ing past this limit will, in general, yield more than one indecomposable.
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 .  .6.6 THEOREM. Let l s l , . . . , l , r y 1, . . . , 1 be a staircase parti-1 r
 . k  x w k x.tion. Then P l x0 s k! P l for all 0 F k F 2 r y 1.
Proof. If l s r the result is a special case of Theorem 5.9, so assumer
 .that l ) r. Let m be a partition such that d ) 0. Then m ' l mod 2r ml i i
X X  .and m ' l mod 2 for 1 F i F r by Lemma 5.1. Therefore, we may writei i
 h ¨ .m s m ; m andc
S m x0 k s k! S m I x J .  .
I , J
w x < < < <where the sum is over all subsets I, J : r such that I q J s k. Conse-
 . kquently S m x0 contains a 2-regular partition if and only if m s l or m
 .is of the form m , . . . , m , r, r, r y 1, . . . , 1 and k G r. In the latter case1 r
¨  r .m s 1 so the Littlewood]Richardson rule, via Theorem 5.7, forces m to
 .be the partition l y 2, . . . , l y 2, r, r, r y 1, . . . , 1 and d s 1. Now, if1 r ml
 .  . kn is a 2-regular partition such that S n : S m x0 then there exists
1 F i F r such that n s m ; choose i to be maximal with this property. Byi i
 . ix . rq1­ .the Scattering Theorem, d s 1, so the girth of P n is at leastn n
 . k  .  .  . kr q 1. However, P l x0 has girth at most r by 4.3 so P n ­ P l x0 .
It remains to show that the indecomposable H-modules corresponding to
 . k x w k xthe 2-regular partitions in S l x0 do not split off. However, if m / l
 .  . kand m is a 2-regular partition such that S m : S l x0 then m s
w k xx . I ­ . < <l for some set I with I s k. Therefore, it follows by the Scatter-
ing Theorem that d s 1.ml
 .  .6.7 EXAMPLE. Let l s l , l , l , 1 be a 2-regular partition where1 2 3
l is odd and l and l are even. Then, by the theorem,1 2 3
3! P l s P l , l , l q 1, 2, 1 x03. .  .1 2 3
Moreover, by the proof of the theorem the following partitions are in
 .P l , each appearing with a multiplicity of 1,
l , l , l , 1 l , l y 1, l q 1, 1 .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
l , l y 1, l , 2 l y 1, l , l q 1, 1 .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
l y 1, l , l , 2 l y 1, l y 1, l q 1, 2 .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
l y 1, l y 1, l , 2, 1 l y 2, l y 2, l y 1, 3, 2, 1 ; .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
 .and the 2-regular partitions in P l are the 2-regular partitions among
those listed. Note that the last of these partitions, l y 2, l y 2, l y1 2 3
. 1, 3, 2, 1 , comes from restricting the 2-singular partition l y 2, l y1 2
2 .  .2, l y 1, 3 , 2, 1 in P l , l , l q 1, 2, 1 . The proof of Theorem 6.6 is3 1 2 3
largely concerned with showing that the indecomposable modules corre-
sponding to such partitions do not split off.
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7. APPLICATIONS TO 2-REGULAR PARTITIONS WITH 2 PARTS
 .  .  .Given a partition l s l , . . . , l we write l ' a , . . . , a mod 21 r 1 r
 .where a s l mod 2 . The first thing that one notices from the theoremi i
below is that the indecomposables for 2-part partitions are essentially
 .determined by l mod 2 . As we shall see this is also the case for 2-regular
 .partitions of length 3 with ``small'' exceptions .
 .First note that if k, l is any 2-regular partition with at least one odd
 .part then Theorem 6.6 constructs the indecomposable P k, l directly.
The remaining case is also easy.
 .  .7.1 THEOREM. Let l s k, l be any 2-regular partition of length 2.
 .  .  .  .  .i If l ' 1, 0 mod 2 then P l s P k, l, 1 x0 and the only
 .  .2-regular partitions in P l are the 2-regular partitions amongst k, l ,
 .  .k, l y 1, 1 , and k y 1, l, 1 .
 .  .  .  .  . 2ii If l ' 1, 1 mod 2 then 2! P l s P k, l q 1, 1 x0 and the
 .  .only 2-regular partitions in P l are the 2-regular partitions amongst k, l ,
 .  .  .k y 1, l q 1 , k y 1, l, 1 , and k y 2, l y 1, 2, 1 .
 .  .  .  .  . 3iii If l ' 0, 1 mod 2 then 3! P l s P k q 1, l q 1, 1 x0 and
 .the only 2-regular partitions in P l are the 2-regular partitions amongst
 .  .  .k, l , k y 1, l y 2, 2, 1 , and k y 2, l y 1, 2, 1 .
 .  .  .  .  .iv If l ' 0, 0 mod 2 then P l s P k y 1, l ­1 and the only
 .  .2-regular partitions in P l are the 2-regular partitions amongst k, l ,
 .  .  .  . k, l y 1, 1 , k y 1, l q 1 , k y 1, l y 1, 2 , k y 1, l y 2, 2, 1 , k y 2, l q
.  .  .1, 1 , k y 2, l, 2 , k y 3, l, 2, 1 .
Moreo¨er, in e¨ery case d s 1 for the partitions m listed abo¨e.ml
Proof. The first three parts of theorem are special cases of Theorem
 .  .6.6; so it remains to consider part iv . Let P s P k y 1, l ­1; then it is
 .  .  . straightforward to check that k, l , k, l y 1, 1 , k y 1, l q 1 , k y 1, l y
.  .  .  .  .1, 2 , k y 1, l y 2, 2, 1 , k y 2, l q 1, 1 , k y 2, l, 2 , and k y 3, l, 2, 1 is
 .a complete list of the 2-regular partitions in P each with multiplicity 1 . It
suffices then to show for each of these partitions m / l that if m is a
 .2-regular partition then the corresponding indecomposable P m is not
 .  .contained in P. This is clear if m is k, l y 1, 1 or k y 1, l q 1 since then
 .  .d s 1 by the Scattering Theorem 6.4 . If m s k y 2, l q 1, 1 then byml
 .the Scattering Theorem d s 1; however, S k y 3, l q 1, 2 ­ Pky3, lq1, 2.m
 .so therefore P m ­ P. Finally, if m is one of the remaining parti-
 .  .  .tions then consider m y 2, m y 2 . By parts i ] iv and induction1 2
 . d s 1 for some partition h of the form h , h , 1 . If m s k yh m y2, m y2. 1 21 2
.  .1, l y 2, 2 or k y 2, l, 2 then by Theorem 1.2, d sh q2, h q2, 3.m1 2
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 . d s 1 so P m has girth at least 3. Similarly, if m s k y 1,h m y2, m y2.1 2
.  .  .l y 2, 2, 1 or k y 3, l, 2, 1 then P m also has girth at least 3. However,
 .  .P has girth at most 2 by 4.3 and Corollary 4.6; so P m ­ P and the
result follows.
Note that the part of the decomposition matrix of H corresponding to
2-regular partitions of length 2 is
n . 1 1
n y 1, 1 . 1 1 1
n odd n even1 1 1n y 2, 2 . . . . 0  0. . . .. . . ..
the unlabelled entries are 0 and the rows and columns are indexed in the
.obvious way by the partitions on the left . This observation allows us to
calculate the dimensions of the irreducible H-modules corresponding to
2-regular partitions with 2 parts. We give the dimensions in terms of the
dimensions of Specht modules.
 .7.2 COROLLARY. Let k ) l and let n s k q l. Then
 .  .  .i if n is odd S k, l s D k, l ;
 .  .  .  .ii if n is e¨en S k, l s D k, l q D k q 1, l y 1 .
Consequently,
dim S k , l if n is odd .
dim D k , l s .  dim S k y 1, l if n is e¨en. .
 .  .Proof. If n is odd then k, l is an alternating partition so S k, l is
 .  .irreducible. If n is even then by Theorem 7.1 S k, l s D k q 1, l y 1 q
 .D k, l . Restricting this equation to the Hecke algebra H shows thatny1
S k , l y 1 q S k y 1, l s D k q 1, l y 1 x q D k , l x, .  .  .  .
 .  .from which it is evident by induction on l that D k, l x s S k y 1, l s
 .D k y 1, l .
By Theorem 7.1, in order to calculate the decomposition numbers for
any projective indecomposable corresponding to a 2-regular partition
of length 2 all that is needed is the Branching Theorem and the Little-
wood]Richardson rule the Littlewood]Richardson rule being used to
calculate the decomposition numbers for alternating partitions of the form
 . .k, l, 1 by Theorem 5.7 . Using this information it is possible to give
explicit formulae for the indecomposables corresponding to 2-regular
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partitions with 2 parts. We begin with the lemma:
 .  .7.3 LEMMA. Let l , l , 1 be an alternating partition of n. Then1 2
l l l ya1 2 1
c nyayby2 cP l , l , 1 s S a, b , 2 , 1 . .  .  1 2
as3 bs2 csl q1ya2
2¦a bFa 0FcFl yb2<2 b <2 c
 7 8.Note, for example, that in this sum the partition 9, 2 , 1 would be written
 6 8.as 9, 2, 2 , 1 . Throughout the proof the reader will probably find it
 .helpful to refer to 7.4 .
Proof. Suppose that d ) 0. By Theorem 5.7 we know that the parti-ml
 c nyayby2 c. < <tion m is of the form a, b, 2 , 1 where 2 ¦ a, 2 b, 2 c, a F l ,1
b F a, and b F l . By the Littlewood]Richardson rule the l y a nodes2 1
moved from the first row of l must appear in the first column of m and so
c F l y a. On the other hand the nodes in the second column of m must1
have come from the second row of l so c F l y b. Also c G l q 1 y a2 2
since at most l y b y 1 nodes can appear in the first column of m1
 .outside the 2-core . Finally, as a, b, and c vary subject to these bounds it
is easy to see using the Littlewood]Richardson rule that for all possible
choices the corresponding partitions m appear with multiplicity 1.
We now give an explicit description of the indecomposable modules of H
which correspond to 2-regular partitions of length 2. We state the theorem
as three separate results since the combined statement is quite lengthy. In
all cases the results can be proved in a purely mechanical fashion using
 .Theorem 7.1 and Lemma 7.3; by referring to 7.4 we can to some extent
avoid this brute force approach.
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 .  .7.5 THEOREM. Suppose that l s k, l is an alternating partition of n.
Then
k
nyxP k , l s S x , 1 .  .
xslq1
 .x'k mod 2
k l kyx
z nyxyyy2 zq S x , y , 2 , 1 , .  
xs2 ys2 zs1yx
yFx 0FzFlyy
where in the multiple sum
 .  .  .i if x ' l mod 2 then y ' z ' l mod 2
 .  .  .  .ii if y ' k mod 2 then x ' k mod 2 and z ' l mod 2 .
 .Proof. Let l s k, l be an alternating partition. Suppose first that
 .  .  .  .  .  .l ' 1, 0 mod 2 . By Theorem 7.1 i P k, l s P k, l, 1 x0 and P k, l, 1
 c nq1yayby2 c.is described explicitly in Lemma 7.3. Let S s S a, b, 2 , 1 be a
 .  .  .general term in P k, l, 1 ; then Sx0 : P k, l and by 7.4 it is clear that
Sx0 s S a, b , 2 c , 1nyayby2 c q S a, b , 2 cy1 , 1nq2yayby2 c .  .
q S a, b y 1, 2 c , 1nq1yayby2 c q S a y 1, b , 2 c , 1nq1yayby2 c . .  .
 z nyxyyy2 z.Consider these terms written in the form S x, y, 2 , 1 . Now a is
odd and b and c are even. Therefore, since only one node was removed
  ..from S it follows that if x is even i.e., x ' l mod 2 , then both y and z
 .are also even in accordance with i . Similarly, if y is odd then x is odd and
 .z is even giving ii . Also note that if x is odd and y is even then there is
 .  .no parity restriction on z; so i and ii are the only parity restrictions on
  .x, y, and z here and below we leave the hook partitions in P l as an
.exercise for the reader . It is now a simple exercise to verify that the
bounds on x, y, and z are as stated. Since it is clear that all of these
 .Specht modules appear with multiplicity 1 the result follows when l ' 1, 0
 .mod 2 .
 .  .  . 3When l ' 0, 1 , 3! P l s P k q 1, l q 1, 1 x0 and a similar argu-
 .  .ment shows that i and ii are the only restrictions on the parity of x, y, z.
It is straightforward to check that the upper and lower bounds upon x, y,
 .and z are as given. For example, y F l because b F l q 1 in 7.4 and if
b s l q 1 then c s 0 so a node must be removed from the second row of
 c nq3yayby2 c.  .S a, b, 2 , 1 when P k q 1, l q 1, 1 is 0-restricted three
times.
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 .  .  .  .7.6 THEOREM. Suppose that l s k, l ' 1, 1 mod 2 is a 2-regular
partition of n. Then
k k lq1 Kyx
nyx z nyxyyy2 zP k , l s S x , 1 q S x , y , 2 , 1 , .  .  .   
xslq1 xs2 ys2 zsLyx
XyFx 0FzFL yy
where
< <l if 2 y l q 1 if 2 yXL s , L s , l q 1 otherwise l otherwise
<k y 1 if 2 x
K s , k otherwise
and in the multiple sum
 .  .  .i if x k y mod 2 then z ' x mod 2
 .ii if x s y then y is e¨en
 .iii if n y x y y y 2 z s 0 then z is e¨en.
 .  .  . 2Proof. By Theorem 7.1 ii , 2! P k, l s P k, l q 1, 1 x0 . As in the
 c nq2yayby2 c.previous proof let S s S a, b, 2 , 1 be a general term in
 . 2  .  .P k, l q 1, 1 ; then Sx0 : P k, l and referring to 7.4 we see that
Sx02 s 2 S a, b , 2 cy1 , 1nq2yayby2 c q S a, b y 1, 2 c , 1nq1yayby2 c .  .
qS a, b y 1, 2 cy1 , 1nq3yayby2 c q S a y 1, b , 2 c , 1nq1yayby2 c .  .
qS a y 1, b , 2 cy1 , 1nq3yayby2 c .
qS a y 1, b y 1, 2 c , 1nq2yayby2 c . . .
 .Considering each term to be written in the form S m where m s
 z nyxyyy2 z.  .x, y, 2 , 1 we see that if x k y mod 2 then either two nodes
were removed from the first two columns of S or two nodes were removed
 .from the first two rows of S so z ' x mod 2 . The only other restrictions
occur when x s y or n y x y y y 2 z s 0. In the first case y must be even
since this can happen only if the last node in the second row of m has
2-residue 0. Similarly, in the second case z is even.
Checking the upper and lower bounds on x, y, and z requires more
effort this time; however, it is not difficult. For example, for our ``generic''
 .S : P k, l q 1, 1 we know that c F k y a. So, if we remove a node from
the first row of S but not from the second column so x s a y 1 and
.z s c , then x is even and z F k y x y 1. Similarly, if x is odd then
z F k y x; this justifies our definition of K.
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 .  .  .  .7.7 THEOREM. Suppose that l s k, l ' 0, 0 mod 2 is a 2-regular
partition of n. Then
k
nyxP k , l s S x , 1 .  .
xslq1
k lq1 kyx
z nyxyyy2 zq d S x , y , 2 , 1 , .   x y z
xs2 ys2 zslyx
yFx 0FzFlq1yy
 .  .where in the multiple sum if x k y mod 2 then z ' x mod 2 and
1, if z s k y x , z s l q 1 y y , or z s l y x
d sx y z  2, otherwise.
 .  .  .Proof. By Theorem 7.1 iv P k, l s P k y 1, l, 1 x0­1. As above let
 c nyayby2 c.  .S s S a, b, 2 , 1 be a general term in P k y 1, l, 1 ; then Sx0
 .  .­1 : P k, l and referring to 7.4 we see that
Sx0­1 s S aq1, b , 2 c , 1ny1yayby2 c qS aq1, b , 2 cy1 , 1nq1yayby2 c .  .
q S a q 1, b y 1, 2 c , 1nyayby2 c .
q S a, b q 1, 2 c , 1ny1yayby2 c .
q S a, b q 1, 2 cy1 , 1nq1yayby2 c .
q S a, b , 2 cq1 , 1ny2yayby2 c q S a, b , 2 cy1 , 1nq2yayby2 c .  .
q S a, b y 1, 2 cq1 , 1ny1yayby2 c .
q S a, b y 1, 2 c , 1nq1yayby2 c .
q S a y 1, b q 1, 2 c , 1nyayby2 c .
q S a y 1, b , 2 cq1 , 1ny1yayby2 c .
q S a y 1, b , 2 c , 1nq1yayby2 c . .
 z nyxyyy2 z.Again consider each term to be written in the form S x, y, 2 , 1 .
Since we have added and removed nodes of different parities we get parity
restrictions upon x, y, and z if and only if these nodes affected just the
first two rows of S or just its first two columns. This happens if and only if
 .  .x k y mod 2 and it is easy to see that this forces z ' x mod 2 . Once
more we leave the hook partitions to the reader.
It is straightforward to check that the upper and lower bounds on x, y, z
are as stated, so it remains to verify the multiplicities of these Specht
 z nyxyyy2 z.modules. So suppose that m s x, y, 2 , 1 is a partition of n such
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 .  .that S m : P k, l and consider the nodes at the end of the first two
rows and first two columns in the residue diagram of m. Then, because
 .  .S m : P k q 1, l, 1 x0­1, exactly two of these nodes have 2-residue 0
and two have 2-residue 1. Therefore, removing one of the nodes of
2-residue 1 and ``covering'' the other node which has 2-residue 1 gives a
 .partition in P k y 1, l, 1 . Consequently, d is at most 2, and d s 1 ifml ml
and only if it is not possible to remove and ``cover'' the two nodes with
2-residue 1 in either order note that it is always possible to do this in at
.least one way . If z is one of its extreme values k y x, l q 1 y y, or l y x
then a little thought shows that d s 1 s d as claimed. The only otherml x y z
time when d s 1 is when x s y or n y x y y y 2 z s 0. In the first caseml
since l y x F z F l q 1 y y we must have z s l y x or l q 1 y y. In the
second case, the Littlewood]Richardson rule again shows that z must be
one of k y x, l q 1 y y, or l y x.
8. APPLICATIONS TO 2-REGULAR PARTITIONS WITH 3 PARTS
Constructing the indecomposable H-modules for 2-regular partitions of
length 3 requires considerably more effort than the 2-part case; in fact
there is one case where we do not know the complete answer. For 3-part
partitions there are essentially eight cases, again corresponding to the
 .possible choices for l mod 2 .
By Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 6.6 we know the indecomposable modules
 .  .for alternating partitions of the form l , l , l , 2, 1 and m , m , m , 1 .1 2 3 1 2 3
With this as our starting point we show how to construct the indecompos-
 .ables for 2-regular partitions of length 3 with one exception .
 .  .8.1 THEOREM. Let l s k, l, m be a 2-regular partition with m ) 0.
 .  .  .  .  .i If l ' 0, 1, 0 mod 2 then P l s P k, l, m, 1 x1.
 .  .  .  .  . 2ii If l ' 0, 1, 1 mod 2 then 2 P l s P k, l, m q 1, 1 x1 .
 .  .  .  .  . 3iii If l ' 0, 0, 1 mod 2 then 3! P l s P k, l q 1, m q 1, 1 x1 .
 .  .  .iv If l ' 1, 0, 1 mod 2 and m ) 1 then
P k , l , m , 2, 1 x021 s 2 P l [ 2 P k , l , m y 2, 2 .  .  .
[ 2 P k , l y 2, m , 2 [ 2 P k y 2, l , m , 2 . .  .
 .  .  .  .  .v If l ' 1, 0, 0 mod 2 then P l s P k, l, m q 1 x0.
 .  .  .vi If l ' 1, 1, 0 mod 2 then
P k , l q 1, m q 1 x02 .
s 2 P l [ 2 P k , l q 1, m y 2, 1 .  .
[ 2 P k , l y 1, m , 1 [ 2 P k y 2, l q 1, m , 1 .  .
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 .  .  .  .vii If l s k, l, m ' 1, 1, 1 mod 2 then
P k y 1, l , m ­0 s P l [ P k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 1 . .  .  .
 .  .  .  .8.2 Remarks. i If l ' 1, 0, 1 mod 2 and m s 1 then the indecom-
 .posable P l is given by Theorem 5.7. In particular, l is the unique
 .2-regular partition in P l .
 .ii The only case not covered by the theorem or the previous
remark is the case where all of the parts of l are even. In Theorem 8.18
we give a partial answer in this case.
 .iii The theorem gives an algorithm for calculating all the decompo-
sition numbers d where l is a 2-regular partition of length 3 with atml
 .  .  .least one odd part. Note that in iv and vi where P l is constructed as
a proper submodule of a projective H-module P the other indecomposable
 .  .summands of P are known by Theorem 6.6. Explicitly, if k, l, m ' 1, 0, 1
 .  .mod 2 as in iv then
P k , l , m y 2, 2 s P k , l , m y 2, 2, 1 x0 .  .
P k , l y 2, m , 2 s P k , l y 2, m , 2, 1 x0 .  .
P k y 2, l , m , 2 s P k y 2, l , m , 2, 1 x0 .  .
 .  .  .  .  .and if k, l, m ' 1, 1, 0 mod 2 as in vi then cf. Example 6.7 ,
3! P k , l q 1, m y 2, 1 s P k , l q 1, m y 1, 2, 1 x03 .  .
3! P k , l y 1, m , 1 s P k , l y 1, m q 1, 2, 1 x03 .  .
3! P k y 2, l q 1, m , 1 s P k y 2, l q 1, m q 1, 2, 1 x03. .  .
 .  .In vii we need to know the indecomposable P k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 1
where k, l, and m are all odd; this module is constructed in Lemma 8.16.
 .  .It is also true in this case that 2 P k, l, m s P k, l, m q 1 x1; however,
the proof of this is exceedingly messy.
Our proof of Theorem 8.1 is long and tedious; the reader uninterested
in the details is invited to skip to Corollary 8.21. The strategy we employ is
our usual one: we first identify all of the Specht modules corresponding to
 .2-regular partitions together with their multiplicities in each of the
projectives obtained by the restrictions given above and then we show that
the indecomposables corresponding to these 2-regulars cannot split off.
Our main tool in the second part of the argument is the Scattering
 .Theorem 6.4 which in most cases allows us either to calculate the
relevant decomposition numbers directly or to show that the correspond-
ing indecomposable contains a partition which we know is not in the
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projective P we are considering. For example, if m is a 2-regular partition
with fourth part 3 and one of the first three rows ends with a node of
residue 0 then the Scattering Theorem shows that d  i x .4 ­ . s 1 for somem m
w x  .i g 3 ; so P m has girth at least 4. However, all of the projectives P
  . .above have girth at most 3 by 4.3 and Corollary 4.6 , so this shows that
 .P m ­ P.
Listing the 2-regular partitions which can appear in these projectives is
more time consuming; however, here we are assisted by the observation
made above that all of the modules considered have girth at most 3.
Consequently we only need consider 2-regular partitions of the form
m , m , m m , m , m , 1 .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
m , m , m , 2 m , m , m , 3 .  .1 2 3 1 2 38.3 .
m , m , m , 2, 1 m , m , m , 3, 1 .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
m , m , m , 3, 2 m , m , m , 3, 2, 1 .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
Most of the 2-regular partitions which can appear come from restricting
2-regular partitions ``higher up.'' In identifying the 2-regular partitions
which come from restricting 2-singular partitions the following two lemmas
will be useful.
 .  .8.4 LEMMA. Let l s l , l , l , 2, 1 be an alternating partition and1 2 3
suppose that d ) 0. Thenml
 .  2 . i If m s m , m , m , 3 , 2, 1 then m s l y 2, l y 2, l y 2,1 2 3 1 2 3
2 .3 , 2, 1 .
 .  3 . ii If m s m , m , m , 2 , 1 then m is one of the partitions l , l y1 2 3 1 2
3 .  3 .  3 .2, l y 2, 2 , 1 , l y 2, l , l y 2, 2 , 1 , or l y 2, l y 2, l , 2 , 1 .3 1 2 3 1 2 3
 .  3. iii If m s m , m , m , 2, 1 then m is one of the partitions l , l ,1 2 3 1 2
3.  3.  3.l y 2, 2, 1 , l , l y 2, l , 2, 1 , or l y 2, l , l , 2, 1 .3 1 2 3 1 2 3
 .  2 3. iv If m s m , m , m , 3 , 2, 1 then m is one of the partitions l y1 2 3 1
2 3.  2 3. 2, l y 2, l y 4, 3 , 2, 1 , l y 2, l y 4, l y 2, 3 , 2, 1 , or l y 4,2 3 1 2 3 1
2 3.l y 2, l y 2, 3 , 2, 1 .2 3
Moreo¨er, in all cases d s 1.ml
 .Proof. Part i is proved in the course of Theorem 6.6. The remaining
three cases are proved similarly using Theorem 5.7 and the Littlewood]
Richardson rule.
 .  .8.5 LEMMA. Suppose that l s l , l , l , 1 is an alternating partition.1 2 3
Then
5! P l s P l q 1, l q 1, l q 1, 2, 1 x05 .  .1 2 3
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 .and the following partitions, each with multiplicity 1, are contained in P l :
l , l , l , 1 .1 2 3
l y 1, l y 2, l y 2, 3, 2, 1 , l y 2, l y 1, l y 2, 3, 2, 1 .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
2l y 2, l y 2, l y 1, 3, 2, 1 l , l y 2, l y 2, 2 , 1 , .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
2 2l y 2, l , l y 2, 2 , 1 l y 2, l y 2, l , 2 , 1 .  .1 2 3 1 2 3
 .This list includes all of the 2-regular partitions in P l . Moreo¨er, if
 .  .  . aS m : P l and S m x1 contains a 2-regular partition for some a G 0,
then m is in this list.
 .  . 5Proof. By Theorem 6.6, 5! P l s P l q 1, l q 1, l q 1, 2, 1 x0 ,1 2 3
 .and this result also identifies the regular partitions in P l .
 .  .Assume now that S n : P l q 1, l q 1, l q 1, 2, 1 . Then n can1 2 3
 h ¨ .be written in the form n s n ; n by Theorem 5.7. Suppose that5
 . 5S n x0 contains a 2-regular partition. We find that the only possibilities
¨ ¨  . ¨  3.  . 5for n are n s 0 or n s 1 . In the former case, S n x0 s
 . ¨  3.  2 . 5! S l , l , l , 1 . If n s 1 then n s n , n , n , 3 , 2, 1 s l y 1,1 2 3 1 2 3 1
2 .  .  . 5 l y 1, l y 1, 3 , 2, 1 by Lemma 8.4 i , and S n x0 is one of 5! S l y2 3 1
.  . 1, l y 2, l y 2, 3, 2, 1 , 5! S l y 2, l y 1, l y 2, 3, 2, 1 , 5! S l y2 3 1 2 3 1
.  .2, l y 2, l y 1, 3, 2, 1 , or 5! S l y 2, l y 2, l y 2, s , s , s , s2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 4
 2 .  2 .  2 .where s s 3 , 1 , 3, 2 or 3, 2, 1 .
 . 5 aNext suppose that S n x0 1 contains a 2-regular partition for some
¨  .  2 .  3. ¨  2 . a G 0. This time n s 0 , 1 , or 1 . If n s 1 then n s l q 1, l y1 2
3 .  3 . 1, l y 1, 2 , 1 , l y 1, l q 1, l y 1, 2 , 1 , or l y 1, l y 1, l q3 1 2 3 1 2 3
3 .  .1, 2 , 1 by Lemma 8.4 ii , and when we 0-restrict these partitions five times
we obtain the last three partitions in our list. Finally, note that the three
 .2-singular partitions of the form l y 2, l y 2, l y 2, s , s , s , s do1 2 3 1 2 3 4
not 1-restrict to give 2-regular partitions.
We now begin the proof of Theorem 8.1. In the course of proving the
theorem we actually give more information than is provided in the state-
ment of the theorem since we list the 2-regular partitions, together with
 .their multiplicities, which appear in the indecomposables P k, l, m . In
fact, we do slightly more than this because we list all of the partitions in
 .  .P k, l, m which have one of the types given in 8.3 , and some of these
partitions could be 2-singular. It may also happen that for some choices of
k, l, and m some of the ``partitions'' in our lists have negative or increasing
parts; by agreement we ignore such partitions. Most of the partitions in
our lists will also have some of their parts underlined by solid or broken
lines; this is a reference to the Scattering Theorem which will be explained
in the course of the proofs.
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 .  .  .  .8.6 . Suppose that l s k, l, m ' 0, 1, 0 mod 2 . Then
P l s P k , l , m , 1 x1, .  .
 .and the following partitions, each with multiplicity 1, are contained in P l :
k , l , m k , l , m y 1, 1 k , l y 1, m , 1 .  .  .
k y 1, l , m , 1 k y 1, l y 2, m y 2, 3 , 2 .  .
k y 2, l y 2, m y 1, 3 , 2 k y 2, l y 1, m y 2, 3 , 2 .  .
k y 1, l y 2, m y 3, 3 , 2, 1 k y 1, l y 3, m y 2, 3 , 2, 1 .  .
k y 2, l y 1, m y 3, 3 , 2, 1 k y 3, l y 1, m y 2, 3 , 2, 1 .  .
k y 2, l y 3, m y 1, 3 , 2, 1 k y 3, l y 2, m y 1, 3 , 2, 1 . .  .
 .Moreo¨er, all of the 2-regular partitions in P l appear in this list.
 .Proof. Let P s P k, l, m, 1 x1 and note that we know how to con-
 .  .struct P k, l, m, 1 by Theorem 6.6. We must show that P s P l . It is
straightforward to check that 1-restricting the partitions listed in Lemma
8.5 gives precisely the list of partitions given above, all with multiplicity 1,
together with some 2-singular partitions. So we need to show that d s 1ml
for all of the 2-regular partitions m in this list. This brings us to the
 .meaning of solid and broken lines in 8.6 .
 . 3x .4 ­ .First, consider the partition m s k, l, m y 1, 1 . Now m s l so
d s 1 by the Scattering Theorem. Similarly, whenever a partition m isml
listed with its ith part underlined with a solid line and its jth part
underlined with a broken line and j ) i then it is the case that m s
 ix . j­ .  .l , and d s 1 by the scattering Theorem 6.4 .ml
 .Now consider m s k y 1, l y 2, m y 2, 3, 2 . In this case a broken line
appears before the solid line which is to indicate that we should consider
1x .4 ­ .  .  .the partition n s m s k y 2, l y 2, m y 2, 4, 2 . Now S n ­ P
 .  .since P has girth at most 3 by 4.3 and Corollary 4.6. Therefore P m ­ P
since d s 1 by the Scattering Theorem. The same argument moving thenm
.  .node as indicated shows that P m ­ P for all the remaining partitions
 .in the list. Since P m ­ P for any 2-regular partition m / l it follows
 .that P s P l as claimed.
We should remark that it is necessary to check whether or not the
partitions n s m ix . j­ . obtained above are non-zero. For example, in the
 . 1x .4 ­ .case where m s k y 1, l y 2, m y 2, 3, 2 if m s 5 then n s m s 0
 .by our conventions. Since m is even in 8.6 this is not a problem; however,
even if m could be odd our argument would still be valid for m because
when m s 5 the partition m is 2-singular and so there would be no need
 .to consider it and m s 0 if m - 5 . Hereafter we leave such details to the
intrepid reader.
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 .  .  .  .8.7 . Suppose that l s k, l, m ' 0, 1, 1 mod 2 is 2-regular. Then
2 P l s P k , l , m q 1, 1 x12 , .  .
 .and the following partitions, each with multiplicity 1, are contained in P l :
k , l , m k , l y 1, m q 1 .  .
k y 1, m q 1 k , l y 1, m , 1 .  .
k y 1, l , m , 1 k y 1, l y 1, m q 1, 1 .  .
k , l y 2, m y 1, 2 , 1 k y 2, l , m y 1, 2 , 1 .  .
k y 2, l y 2, m q 1, 2 , 1 k y 1, l y 2, m y 1, 3 , 1 .  .
k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3 , 1 k y 2, l y 2, m, 3 , 1 .  .
k y 1, l y 2, m y 2, 3 , 2 k y 1, l y 3, m y 1, 3 , 2 .  .
k y 2, l y 1, m y 2, 3 , 2 k y 3, l y 1, m y 1, 3 , 2 .  .
k y 2, l y 3, m, 3 , 2 k y 3, l y 2, m, 3 , 2 .  .
k y 1, l y 3, m y 2, 3 , 2, 1 k y 3, l y 1, m y 2, 3 , 2, 1 .  .
k y 3, l y 3, m, 3 , 2, 1 . .
 .Moreo¨er, all of the 2-regular partitions in P l appear in this list.
 . 2  .Proof. Let 2 P s P k, l, m q 1, 1 x1 and note that P k, l, m q 1, 1 is
known by Theorem 6.6. By 12-restricting the partitions in Lemma 8.5 we
obtain all of the partitions which we have listed, together with some
2-singular partitions.
 .It remains to show that each of the partitions listed in 8.7 is contained
 .in P l ; by treating each of the partitions separately using the Scattering
 .  Theorem as described in 8.6 this is completely routine when m s k y
12 x .34 ­ .. .1, l y 1, m q 1, 1 let n s m and apply the Scattering Theorem .
We do one more example of a calculation using the Scattering Theorem.
 . 2 x .4 ­ .If m s k y 2, l y 2, m q 1, 2, 1 then let n s m and note that
 .  .S n ­ P since it is not listed in 8.7 . However, d s 1 by the Scatteringnm
 . 3x .4 ­ .Theorem, so P m ­ P. Note also that d s 1; however, sincem m
 3x .4 ­ ..  .S m : P this partition is in our list , this observation is not
helpful.
 .  .  .  .8.8 . Suppose that l s k, l, m ' 0, 0, 1 mod 2 is 2-regular. Then
3! P l s P k , l q 1, m q 1, 1 x13, .  .
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and the following partitions, each with the stated multiplicity, are contained in
 .P l :
 .k, l, m
k y 1, l q 1, m k y 1, l, m q 1 .  .
 . .k y 1, l, m, 1 2 y « k y 1, l y 1, m y 1, 2, 1 . 3
k, l y 2, m y 1, 2, 1 k, l y 1, m y 2, 2, 1 .  .
 .2 y « y « k y 2, l, m y 1, 2 , 1 k y 2, l y 2, m q 1, 2 , 1 .  .1 3
 .k y 2, l q 1, m y 2, 2 , 1 2 y « k y 2, l y 1, m, 2 , 1 .  .2
k y 3, l y 1, m q 1, 2 , 1 k y 3, l q 1, m y 1, 2 , 1 .  .
k y 1, l y 1, m y 2, 3 , 1 k y 1, l y 2, m y 1, 3 , 1 .  .
k y 2, l, m y 2, 3 , 1 k y 2, l y 2, m, 3 , 1 .  .
k y 3, l , m y 1, 3 , 1 k y 3, l y 1, m, 3 , 1 .  .
k y 1, l y 2, m y 2, 3 , 2 k y 3, l, m y 2, 3 , 2 .  .
k y 3, l y 2, m, 3 , 2 .
where
0 if k ) l q 2 0 if l ) m q 1
« s , « s , and1 2 1 otherwise 1 otherwise
0 if m ) 3
« s .3  1 otherwise
 .Moreo¨er, all of the 2-regular partitions in P l appear in this list.
 . w x8.9 Remark. Note that the coefficients « , i g 3 , are 0 whenever thei
corresponding partition is 2-regular. Since the decomposition numbers of
 .the 2-regular partitions determine P l these coefficients can essentially
be ignored. Note also that some of the other partitions listed above also
have multiplicities depending upon the « . For example, the multiplicity ofi
 .  .k y 3, l, m y 2, 3, 2 in P l is 1 y « ; however, when « s 1 this parti-1 1
tion is 0 by our conventions.
 . 3 Proof. Let 3!P s P k, l q 1, m q 1, 1 x1 and note that 5! P k, l q
.  . 51, m q 1, 1 s P k q 1, l q 2, m q 2, 2, 1 x0 is known by Theorem 6.6.
Restricting the partitions given in Lemma 8.5 gives the partitions listed in
 .  2 . 8.8 . Note that the partitions k y 2, l q 1, m y 1, 2 , 1 and k y 2, l y
2 .  .1, m q 1, 2 , 1 in P k, l q 1, m q 1, 1 are 0 when « s 1 and « s 11 2
w x respectively; this accounts for the coefficients « , i g 2 , above the otheri
restrictions of these two partitions are automatically 0 when the relevant
.« s 1 . The « 's come from the first two partitions in Lemma 8.5 endingi 3
 .in 3, 2, 1 being 0 when m s 3.
The decomposition numbers for the two partitions in the list which have
only their first part underlined can be calculated directly using first row
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  ..  .removal Theorem 1.2 i and Theorem 7.1 iii . All but one of the remain-
ing partitions are taken care of by the Scattering Theorem, although the
 .partition m s k y 2, l, m y 1, 2, 1 requires more explanation. We have
indicated that the Scattering Theorem should be applied simultaneously to
the first and second rows and to the third and fourth rows of m; this is
allowed because
d s d d s 1,ky3, lq1, my2, 3, 1. ky2, l , my1, 2, 1. ky3, lq1. ky2, l . my2, 3, 1.my1, 2, 1.
 w x.by the general version of row and column removal see 8, Theorem 6.18 .
 . This leaves the partition m s k y 1, l y 1, m y 1, 2, 1 a quick check
reveals that the Scattering Theorem is of no help to us here because all of
 . .the composition factors of P m given by this result are contained in P .
< <  .By induction on l , 8.14 below, and Theorem 1.2 we can remove the first
two columns from m to see that
d s d s 1.ky2, ly2, my1, 4, 1.m ky4, ly4, my3, 2. ky3, ly3, my3.
 .  .Consequently, P m has girth at least 4 and so P m ­ P and therefore
 .P s P l as claimed.
 .  .  .  .8.10 . Suppose that l s k, l, m ' 1, 0, 1 mod 2 where m ) 1. Then
P k , l , m , 2, 1 x021 s 2 P k , l , m [ 2 P k , l , m y 2, 2 .  .  .
[ 2 P k , l y 2, m , 2 [ 2 P k y 2, l , m , 2 , .  .
and the following partitions, each with the multiplicity 1, are contained in
 .P l :
k , l , m .
k, l y 1, m y 2, 2, 1 k, l y 2, m y 1, 2, 1 k y 1, l , m y 2, 2 , 1 .  .  .
k y 1, l y 2, m , 2 , 1 k y 2, l , m y 1, 2 , 1 k y 2, l y 1, m , 2 , 1 . .  .  .
 .Moreo¨er, all of the 2-regular partitions in P l appear in this list.
 .  .Note that the three indecomposables P k, l, m y 2, 2 , P k, l y 2, m, 2 ,
 .  .and P k y 2, l, m, 2 are known by Theorem 6.6; see Remark 8.2 iii .
 . 2  .Proof. Let 2 P s P k, l, m, 2, 1 x0 1 and note that P k, l, m, 2, 1 is
known by Theorem 5.7. The 2-regular partitions in P come either from
 .  .restricting the partition k, l, m, 2, 1 which gives the partitions k, l, m
and
k , l , m y 2, 2 k , l y 2, m , 2 k y 2, l , m , 2 .  .  .
k , l y 1, m y 2, 2, 1 k , l y 2, m y 1, 2, 1 k y 1, l , m y 2, 2, 1 .  .  .
k y 1, l y 2, m , 2, 1 k y 2, l , m y 1, 2, 1 k y 2, l y 1, m , 2, 1 .  .  .
 3.or from restricting a partition of the form m s m , m , m , 2, 1 from1 2 3
 .  .P k, l, m, 2, 1 . In the latter case Lemma 8.4 iii shows that m is one of the
 3.  3.  3.partitions k, l, m y 2, 2, 1 , k, l y 2, m, 2, 1 , or k y 2, l, m, 2, 1 ; re-
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stricting these partitions gives the 2-regulars
k , l , m y 3, 2, 1 k , l y 1, m y 2, 2, 1 .  .
k y 1, l , m y 2, 2, 1 l y « k , l y 2, m y 1, 2, 1 .  .  .2
k , l y 3, m , 2, 1 k y 1, l y 2, m , 2, 1 .  .8.11 .
k y 2, l , m y 1, 2, 1 1 y « k y 2, l y 1, m , 2, 1 .  .  .1
k y 3, l , m , 2, 1 .
 .where « and « are as in 8.8 .1 2
 .  .Now P l contains no 4-part partitions by Corollary 6.3 i , so
d s d s d s 0.k , l , my2, 2.l k , ly2, m , 2.l ky2, l , m , 2.l
 .Next note that if m / l and m is one of the partitions listed in 8.11 then
 .P m is not contained in P by the Scattering Theorem. Also, by Theorem
  ..6.6 cf. Remark 8.2 iii , the 2-regular partitions in the indecomposable
 .  .  .P k, l, m y 2, 2 are k, l, m y 2, 2 and the first three partitions in 8.11 .
 .  .Similarly, the 2-regular partitions in P k, l y 2, m, 2 are k, l y 2, m, 2
 .and the fourth, fifth, and sixth partitions of 8.11 , and the 2-regular
 .  .partitions in P k y 2, l, m, 2 are k y 2, l, m, 2 and the remaining parti-
 .tions in 8.11 . It follows that
P s P k , l , m y 2, 2 [ P k , l y 2, m , 2 [ P k y 2, l , m , 2 [ P l , .  .  .  .
and the proof is complete.
 .For future reference we next investigate the case where k, l, m '
 .  .1, 0, 1 mod 2 a little further.
 .  .  .  .8.12 LEMMA. Suppose that l s k, l, m ' 1, 0, 1 mod 2 where m )
1. Then the following partitions, each with multiplicity 1, are contained in
 .P l
k , l , m .
2 2k , l , m y 2, 1 k , l y 2, m , 1 .  .
2k y 2, l , m , 1 k , l y 1, m y 2, 2, 1 .  .
k , l y 2, m y 1, 2, 1 k y 1, l , m y 2, 2, 1 .  .
k y 1, l y 2, m , 2, 1 k y 2, l , m y 1, 2, 1 .  .
2k y 2, l y 1, m , 2, 1 k y 2, l y 2, m y 2, 3 .  .
2 2 2 2k y 2, l y 2, m y 4, 3 , 1 k y 2, l y 4, m y 2, 3 , 1 .  .
2 2 2k y 4, l y 2, m y 2, 3 , 1 k y 2, l y 2, m y 4, 3, 2 , 1 .  .
2 2k y 2, l y 4, m y 2, 3, 2 , 1 k y 4, l y 2, m y 2, 3, 2 , 1 . .  .
 .  .  . aMoreo¨er, if S m : P l and S m x0 , where a s 1 or 2, contains a
2-regular partition, then m is one of the partitions in this list.
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 .  .  . 2 aProof. Assume that S n : P k, l, m, 2, 1 and that S n x0 10 con-
tains a 2-regular partition for a s 1 or a s 2. By Theorem 5.7 n is
 h ¨ . ¨  .2-quotient separated so n s n ; n , and the possibilities for n are 0 ,5
 .  3.  2 .1 , 1 , and 2, 1 . We now refer to Lemma 8.4 to find out what n can be
 . 2and calculate all of the restrictions S n x0 1. We obtain the following
  . apartitions along with some partitions r for which S r x0 contains only
.2-singular partitions for a s 1 and 2 :
k , l , m .
k , l , m y 2, 2 k , l y 2, m , 2 k y 2, l , m , 2 .  .  .
2 2 2k , l , m y 2, 1 k , l y 2, m , 1 k y 2, l , m , 1 .  .  .
k , l y 1, m y 2, 2, 1 k , l y 2, m y 1, 2, 1 k y 1, l , m y 2, 2, 1 .  .  .
k y 1, l y 2, m , 2, 1 k y 2, l , m y 1, 2, 1 k y 2, l y 1, m , 2, 1 .  .  .
 .from the case where n s k, l, m, 2, 1 ;
k , l , m y 2, 12 k , l y 2, m , 12 k y 2, l , m , 12 .  .  .
k , l y 1, m y 2, 2, 1 k , l y 2, m y 1, 2, 1 k y 1, l , m y 2, 2, 1 .  .  .
k y 1, l y 2, m , 2, 1 k y 2, l , m y 1, 2, 1 k y 2, l y 1, m , 2, 1 .  .  .
k , l , m y 3, 2, 1 k , l y 3, m , 2, 1 k y 3, l , m , 2, 1 .  .  .
 3.from the cases where n s n , n , n , 2, 1 ;1 2 3
k y 2, l y 2, m y 2, 32 .
2 2k y 2, l y 2, m y 4, 3 , 2 k y 2, l y 4, m y 2, 3 , 2 .  .
2 2 2k y 4, l y 2, m y 2, 3 , 2 k y 2, l y 2, m y 4, 3 , 1 .  .
2 2 2 2k y 2, l y 4, m y 2, 3 , 1 k y 4, l y 2, m y 2, 3 , 1 .  .
2 2k y 2, l y 2, m y 4, 3, 2 , 1 k y 2, l y 4, m y 2, 3, 2 , 1 .  .
2k y 4, l y 2, m y 2, 3, 2 , 1 .
 2 .from the cases where n s n , n , n , 3 , 2, 1 ; and1 2 3
k y 2, l y 2, m y 4, 32 , 12 k y 2, l y 4, m y 2, 32 , 12 .  .
2 2 2k y 4, l y 2, m y 2, 3 , 1 k y 2, l y 2, m y 4, 3, 2 , 1 .  .
2 2k y 2, l y 4, m y 2, 3, 2 , 1 k y 4, l y 2, m y 2, 3, 2 , 1 .  .
 2 3.from the cases where n s n , n , n , 3 , 2, 1 .1 2 3
We next calculate the multiplicities in
P k , l , m y 2, 2, 1 x0 [ P k , l y 2, m , 2, 1 x0 [ P k y 2, l , m , 2, 1 x0 .  .  .
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of all of the partitions we have found so far. We obtain
k , l , m y 2, 2 k , l y 2, m , 2 k y 2, l , m , 2 .  .  .
2 2 2k , l , m y 2, 1 k , l y 2, m , 1 k y 2, l , m , 1 .  .  .
k , l y 1, m y 2, 2, 1 k , l y 2, m y 1, 2, 1 k y 1, l , m y 2, 2, 1 .  .  .
k y 1, l y 2, m , 2, 1 k y 2, l , m y 1, 2, 1 k y 2, l y 1, m , 2, 1 .  .  .
k , l , m y 3, 2, 1 k , l y 3, m , 2, 1 k y 3, l , m , 2, 1 .  .  .
 .from the restrictions S n , n , n , 2, 1 x0; and1 2 3
k y 2, l y 2, m y 4, 32 , 2 k y 2, l y 4, m y 2, 32 , 2 .  .
2 2 2k y 4, l y 2, m y 2, 3 , 2 k y 2, l y 2, m y 4, 3 , 1 .  .
2 2 2 2k y 2, l y 4, m y 2, 3 , 1 k y 4, l y 2, m y 2, 3 , 1 .  .
2 2k y 2, l y 2, m y 4, 3, 2 , 1 k y 2, l y 4, m y 2, 3, 2 , 1 .  .
2k y 4, l y 2, m y 2, 3, 2 , 1 .
 2 .from the restrictions S n , n , n , 3 , 2, 1 x0.1 2 3
 .According to 8.10 , by taking the difference between the two sets of
 .partitions which we have found, we are left with the partitions in P l of
the sort we want. The list of partitions which remains is precisely that
given in the statement of the lemma.
 .  .  .  .8.13 . Suppose that l s k, l, m ' 1, 0, 0 mod 2 is 2-regular. Then
P l s P k , l , m q 1 x0 .  .
and the following partitions, each with the stated multiplicity, are contained in
 .P l :
k , l , m k, l y 1, m q 1 .  .
k y 1, l , m q 1 k, l , m y 1, 1 .  .
k, l y 2, m q 1, 1 k y 2, l , m q 1, 1 .  .
k, l y 1, m y 1, 2 k, l y 2, m , 2 .  .
k y 1, l , m y 1, 2 k y 2, l , m, 2 .  .
k y 1, l y 2, m q 1, 2 k y 2, l y 1, m q 1, 2 .  .
k, l y 1, m y 2, 2, 1 k, l y 3, m , 2, 1 .  .
k y 1, l , m y 2, 2 , 1 2 k y 1, l y 1, m y 1, 2 , 1 .  .
2 y « k y 1, l y 2, m, 2 , 1 2 y « k y 2, l y 1, m, 2 , 1 .  . .  .2 1
k y 3, l , m, 2 , 1 k y 1, l y 3, m q 1, 2 , 1 .  .
k y 3, l y 1, m q 1, 2 , 1 k y 2, l y 2, m y 1, 3 , 2 .  .
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where
0 if k ) l q 1 0 if l ) m q 2
« s and « s .1 2 1 otherwise 1 otherwise
 .  .Proof. Let P s P k, l, m q 1 x0 and note that P k, l, m q 1 is known
 .by 8.10 . By 0-restricting the partitions from Lemma 8.12 we obtain the
partitions which we have listed, together with some 2-singular partitions.
The Scattering Theorem now completes the proof.
 .  .  .  .8.14 . Suppose that l s k, l, m ' 1, 1, 0 mod 2 is 2-regular. Then
P k , l q 1, m q 1 x02 s 2 P l [ 2 P k , l q 1, m y 2, 1 .  .  .
[ 2 P k , l y 1, m , 1 [ 2 P k y 2, l q 1, m , 1 .  .
 .and the following partitions, with the stated multiplicity are contained in P l :
k , l , m k y 1, l q 1, m .  .
k y 1, l , m q 1 k, l , m y 1, 1 .  .
k , l y 1, m , 1 k y 1, l q 1, m y 1, 1 .  .
k y 1, l y 1, m q 1, 1 k y 2, l q 1, m , 1 . .
k y 2, l , m q 1, 1 k y 1, l , m y 1, 2 .  .
k y 1, l y 1, m, 2 k y 2, l , m, 2 .  .
k y 1, l , m y 2, 2 , 1 k y 1, l y 2, m, 2 , 1 .  .
k y 3, l , m, 2 , 1 k y 2, l y 1, m y 2, 3 , 2 .  .
k y 2, l y 2, m y 1, 3 , 2 k y 3, l y 1, m y 1, 3 , 2 .  .
k y 2, l y 1, m y 3, 3 , 2, 1 k y 2, l y 3, m y 1, 3 , 2, 1 .  .
k y 4, l y 1, m y 1, 3 , 2, 1 . .
 .Moreo¨er, all of the 2-regular partitions in P l appear in this list.
 . Note that the three indecomposables P k, l q 1, m y 2, 1 , P k, l y
.  .1, m, 1 , and P k y 2, l q 1, m, 1 are known by Example 6.7.
 . 2 Proof. Let 2 P s P k, l q 1, m q 1 x0 and note that P k, l q 1, m
.  . 2q 1 is known by 8.10 . First 0 -restrict the partitions in Lemma 8.12 to
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obtain the given partitions together with the partitions
8.15 .
k , l q 1, m y 2, 1 k , l y 1, m , 1 .  .
k y 2, l q 1, m , 1 k , l , m y 1, 1 .  .
k , l y 2, m q 1, 1 k y 2, l , m q 1, 1 .  .
k y 1, l q 1, m y 1, 1 k y 1, l y 1, m q 1, 1 .  .
k y 3, l q 1, m q 1, 1 k , l , m y 2, 2 .  .
k , l y 2, m , 2 k y 2, l , m , 2 .  .
k y 1, l q 1, m y 2, 2 k y 1, l y 1, m , 2 .  .
k y 3, l q 1, m , 2 k y 1, l , m y 1, 2 .  .
k y 1, l y 2, m q 1, 2 k y 3, l , m q 1, 2 .  .
k y 1, l , m y 2, 2, 1 k y 1, l y 2, m , 2, 1 .  .
k y 3, l , m , 2, 1 k y 2, l y 1, m y 3, 3, 2, 1 .  .
k y 2, l y 3, m y 1, 3, 2, 1 k y 4, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 2, 1 , .  .
and also some 2-singular partitions. Note that if m s 2 then the partitions
whose position in the list is ' 1 mod 3 should be omitted; if l s m q 1
then the partitions whose position in the list is ' 2 mod 3 should be
omitted; and if k s l q 2 then the partitions whose position in the list is
' 0 mod 3 should be omitted. Now that we have listed all of the 2-regular
partitions in P we have to sort them into indecomposables.
 .  .  .First note that if m / k, l, m , k, l q 1, m y 2, 1 , k, l y 1, m, 1 , or
 .  .k y 2, l q 1, m, 1 and m is one of the partitions listed in 8.14 then the
 .corresponding indecomposable P m is not contained in P by the Scatter-
 .ing Theorem. Next, P k, l q 1, m y 2, 1 : P since of all of the partitions
 .we have listed k, l q 1, m y 2, 1 appears earliest in the lexicographic
 .order. By Example 6.7, the 2-regular partitions in P k, l q 1, m y 2, 1
 .are the partitions whose positions in the list 8.15 are ' 1 mod 3.
 .Consequently P also contains P k, l, m .
Next, first row removal shows that d s 1. However,k , ly1, m , 1. k , l, m.
 .  .k, l y 1, m, 1 appears with multiplicity 2 in P, so P k, l y 1, m, 1 : P.
 .The 2-regular partitions in P k, l y 1, m, 1 are given by Example 6.7, and
 . their positions are ' 2 mod 3 in 8.15 . Note that if l s m q 1 then
 .  . .P k,l y 1, m, 1 s 0, since k, l y 1, m, 1 is 2-singular.
To show that d s 1 we take an indirect route: itky2, lq1, m , 1. k , l, m.
 .  .follows from 8.6 that P k y 1, l, m ­0 contains exactly one copy of
 .  .P l ; also P k y 1, l, m ­0 contains only one partition which induces to
 .  .k y 2, l q 1, m, 1 , namely k y 2, l, m, 1 . Hence, d F 1.ky2, lq1, m , 1. k , l, m.
On the other hand, d s 1 and, by the Scatteringky3, lq1, m , 2. ky2, lq1, m , 1.
 .Theorem, the Specht module S k y 3, l q 1, m, 2 appears with multiplic-
 .ity 1 in P, whilst k y 2, l q 1, m, 1 appears with multiplicity 2 in P.
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 .Hence d s 1 and P also contains P k y 2, l q 1, m, 1 .ky2, lq1, m , 1. k , l, m.
 .The 2-regular partitions in P k y 2, l q 1, m, 1 are also given by Exam-
 .ple 6.7 and their positions are ' 0 mod 3 in 8.15 .
Since all of the 2-regular partitions in P have now been accounted for, it
follows that
P s P k , l q 1, m y 2, 1 [ P k , l y 1, m , 1 .  .
[ P k y 2, l q 1, m , 1 [ P k , l , m , .  .
and the proof is complete.
 .  .Before we tackle the case where l ' 1, 1, 1 mod 2 we need the
lemma:
 .  . 8.16 LEMMA. Suppose that m s k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 1 ' 1, 0, 0,
.  .  .  . 21, 1 mod 2 is 2-regular. Then 2 P m s P k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 2, 1 x1 ,
 .and the following partitions, each with multiplicity 1, are contained in P m :
 .  .k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 1 k y 2, l y 2, m, 3, 1
 .  .k y 3, l y 1, m, 3, 1 k y 2, l y 1, m y 2, 3 , 2
 .  .k y 2, l y 3, m, 3 , 2 k y 4, l y 1, m, 3 , 2
 .  .k y 2, l y 2, m y 1, 4, 1 k y 3, l y 1, m y 1, 4, 1
 .  .k y 3, l y 2, m, 4 , 1 k y 2, l y 2, m y 2, 4, 2
 .  .k y 2, l y 3, m y 1, 4, 2 k y 3, l y 1, m y 2, 4, 2
 .  .k y 3, l y 3, m, 4 , 2 k y 4, l y 1, m y 1, 4, 2
 .  .k y 4, l y 2, m, 4 , 2 k y 2, l y 3, m y 2, 4, 2, 1
 .  .k y 4, l y 1, m y 2, 4, 2, 1 k y 4, l y 3, m, 4, 2, 1
 .  .k y 3, l y 2, m y 2, 4, 3 k y 3, l y 3, m y 1, 4, 3
 .  .k y 4, l y 2, m y 1, 4, 3 k y 3, l y 3, m y 2, 4, 3, 1
 .  .k y 4, l y 2, m y 2, 4, 3, 1 k y 4, l y 3, m y 1, 4, 3, 1
 .  .k y 3, l y 4, m y 3, 4, 3, 2, 1 k y 5, l y 2, m y 3, 4, 3, 2, 1
 .k y 5, l y 4, m y 1, 4, 3, 2, 1 .
 .Moreo¨er, all of the 2-regular partitions in P m appear in this list.
 .Proof. The indecomposable module P k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 2, 1 is
known by Theorem 6.6. The 2-regular partitions in 2 P k y 2, l y 1, m y
. 21, 3, 2, 1 x1 come from restricting the partitions
k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 2, 1 k y 2, l y 2, m , 3, 2, 1 .  .
k y 3, l y 1, m , 3, 2, 1 k y 2, l y 2, m y 1, 4, 2, 1 .  .
k y 3, l y 1, m y 1, 4, 2, 1 k y 3, l y 2, m , 4, 2, 1 .  .
2k y 3, l y 2, m y 1, 4, 3, 1 k y 3, l y 4, m y 3, 4, 3, 2 , 1 .  .
2 2k y 5, l y 2, m y 3, 4, 3, 2 , 1 k y 5, l y 4, m y 1, 4, 3, 2 , 1 . .  .
The Scattering Theorem now completes the proof.
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 .  .  .  .8.17 . Suppose that l s k, l, m ' 1, 1, 1 mod 2 is 2-regular. Then
P k y 1, l , m ­0 s P l [ P k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 1 .  .  .
and following partitions, each with the stated multiplicity, are contained in
 .P l :
 .  .k, l, m k, l y 1, m q 1
 .  .k y 1, l q 1, m k y 1, l y 1, m q 2
 .  .k y 2, l q 1, m q 1 k y 2, l, m q 2
 .  .k, l y 1, m, 1 k y 2, l q 1, m, 1
 .  .k y 2, l y 1, m q 2, 1 k y 1, l y 1, m, 2
 .  .k y 2, l , m, 2 k y 2, l y 1, m q 1, 2
 .  .k, l y 2, m y 1, 2, 1 k y 1, l , m y 2, 2, 1
 .  .k y 1, l y 3, m q 1, 2, 1 k y 3, l q 1, m y 1, 2, 1
 .  .k y 3, l y 2, m q 2, 2, 1 k y 4, l, m q 1, 2, 1
 . .  .2 y « k y 1, l y 2, m, 2 , 1 2 k y 1, l y 1, m y 1, 2, 12
 . .  .2 y « k y 2, l, m y 1, 2, 1 2 k y 2, l y 2, m q 1, 2, 11
 .  . .2 k y 3, l , m, 2 , 1 2 y « y « k y 3, l y 1, m q 1, 2, 11 2
 .  .k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 1 k y 2, l y 2, m, 3 , 1
 .  .k y 3, l y 1, m, 3 , 1 k y 2, l y 1, m y 2, 3, 2
 .  .k y 2, l y 3, m, 3 , 2 k y 4, l y 1, m, 3 , 2 ,
where
0 if l ) l q 2i iq1« s .i  1 otherwise
 .Moreo¨er, all of the 2-regular partitions in P l appear in this list.
Note that « s 0 whenever the corresponding partition is 2-regular seei
.also Remark 8.9 .
 .  .Proof. Let P s P k y 1, l, m ­0 and note that P k y 1, l, m is known
 .  . 5 2by 8.7 ; so 5!2 P s P k, l q 1, m q 2, 2, 1 x0 1 ­0. Restricting and in-
 .  .ducing the terms S m in P k, l q 1, m q 2, 2, 1 gives the partitions
 .listed in Lemma 8.12 and 8.17 together with some 2-singular partitions.
First consider the fourth, fifth, and sixth partitions in the list above. By
using Theorem 1.2 to remove the first m columns from m s
 .k y 1, l y 1, m q 2 and l we see that
d s d s d s 1,ml ky1, ly1, mq2. k , l , m. kymy1, lymy1, 2. kym , lym.
 .  .  .the last equality following by Theorem 7.1 iv since k y m, l y m ' 0, 0
 . mod 2 . A similar argument shows that d s 1 if n s k y 2, l q 1, m qnl
.  .1 or k y 2, l, m q 2 .
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 .Next consider the partition m s k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 1 which ap-
 .pears with multiplicity 2 in P. In Scattering Theorem 6.4 and the
argument above show that all of the partitions in P which dominate m are
 .  .  .  .contained in P l . Now, P k, l, m q 1 x1 = 2 S k, l, m and k, l, m is
 .  .the first partitions which appears in P k, l, m q 1 x1 by 8.14 ; hence
 .  .P k, l, m q 1 x1 = 2 P k, l, m . Also, we find that the only partitions n in
 .  .  .  .P k, l, m q 1 such that S n x1 = S m are k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 2
 2 .  .and k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 1 . Therefore S m appears with multiplicity
 .  .2 in P k, l, m q 1 x1. It follows that d F 1 and P m : P. However,ml
 .2 P m ­ P by Lemma 8.16. Therefore d s 1, and it remains to showml
 .that the partitions in 8.17 which appear after m in the lexicographic order
 .are in P l . The Scattering Theorem now completes the proof.
This completes the proof of Theorem 8.1.
There is one case not covered by Theorem 8.1; namely those 3-part
partitions with three even parts. In this case we almost know the complete
 .answer, however we are unable to determine essentially one decomposi-
tion number. Getting even this partial answer in this case requires substan-
tially more effort than any of the cases considered in Theorem 8.1.
 .  .  .  .8.18 THEOREM. Suppose that l s k, l, m ' 0, 0, 0 mod 2 is 2-reg-
ular. Then
P k , l , m q 1 x0 s P l [ d P k y 2, l y 1, m , 2, 1 .  .  .
where d s 0 if m s 2 and d F 1 otherwise. In addition the following
 .partitions, each with the stated multiplicity, appears in P l :
k, l, m k, l y 1, m q 1 .  .
k y 1, l q 1, m k y 1, l y 1, m q 2 . .
k y 2, l q 1, m q 1 k y 2, l, m q 2 .  .
k, l, m y 1, 1 k, l y 2, m q 1, 1 .  .
k y 1, l q 1, m y 1, 1 k y 1, l y 2, m q 2, 1 .  .
k y 3, l q 1, m q 1, 1 k y 3, l , m q 2, 1 .  .
2 k y 1, l, m, 1 2 y « k y 1, l y 1, m q 1, 1 .  .  .2
2 y « k y 2, l, m q 1, 1 k, l y 1, m y 1, 2 .  .  .1
k, l y 2, m, 2 k y 2, l q 1, m y 1, 2 .  .
k y 2, l y 2, m q 2, 2 k y 3, l q 1, m, 2 .  .
k y 3, l y 1, m q 2, 2 2 y « k y 1, l y 1, m, 2 . .  .3
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a k y 2, l, m, 2 2 y « k y 2, l y 1, m q 1, 2 . .  .« , « 21 3
k, l y 1, m y 2, 2, 1 k, l y 3, m, 2, 1 .  .
k y 2, l q 1, m y 2, 2, 1 k y 2, l y 3, m q 2, 2, 1 .  .
k y 4, l q 1, m, 2 , 1 k y 4, l y 1, m q 2, 2, 1 .  .
b k y 2, l y 1, m, 2, 1 k y 1, l y 1, m y 1, 3 .  .« , d
k y 1, l y 2, m, 3 k y 2, l , m y 1, 3 .  .
k y 2, l y 2, m q 1, 3 k y 3, l , m, 3 .  .
k y 3, l y 1, m q 1, 3 k y 1, l y 1, m y 2, 3, 1 .  .
k y 1, l y 3, m, 3 , 1 k y 2, l , m y 2, 3, 1 .  .
k y 2, l y 3, m q 1, 3, 1 k y 4, l , m, 3 , 1 .  .
k y 4, l y 1, m q 1, 3, 1 2 y d k y 2, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 1 . .  .
c k y 2, l y 2, m, 3 , 1 c k y 3, l y 1, m, 3 , 1 .  .« , d « , d2 1
k y 1, l y 2, m y 2, 3, 2 k y 1, l y 3, m y 1, 3, 2 .  .
k y 3, l , m y 2, 3, 2 k y 3, l y 3, m q 1, 3, 2 .  .
k y 4, l, m y 1, 3, 2 k y 4, l y 2, m q 1, 3, 2 .  .
2 y d k y 2, l y 2, m y 1, 3, 2 c k y 3, l y 1, m y 1, 3, 2 .  .  .« , d1
c k y 3, l y 2, m, 3 , 2 k y 1, l y 2, m y 3, 3, 2, 1 .  .« , d2
k y 1, l y 4, m y 1, 3, 2, 1 k y 3, l, m y 3, 3, 2, 1 .  .
k y 3, l y 4, m q 1, 3, 2, 1 k y 5, l, m y 1, 3, 2, 1 .  .
k y 5, l y 2, m q 1, 3, 2, 1 b k y 3, l y 2, m y 1, 3, 2, 1 .  .« , d
where a s 2 y « y « , b s 6 y « y « y 2« y d , c s 2 y «« , « 2 3 « , d 1 2 3 « , d i1 3 i
y d , and
0 if l ) l q 2i iq1« si  1 otherwise
 w x.  .i g 3 . Moreo¨er, all of the 2-regular partitions in P l appear in this list.
 . Proof. Let P s P k, l, m q 1 x0. Then 5!3!P s P k q 1, l q 2, m q
. 5 33, 2, 1 x0 1 0 and it is straightforward, although very tedious, to check that
the 2-regular partitions in P come from restricting one of the partitions
 .  3.  .k q 1, l q 2, m q 3, 2, 1 , k q 1, l q 2, m q 1, 2, 1 , 1 y « k q 1, l,2
3.  . 3.  3 .m q 3, 2, 1 , 1 y « k y 1, l q 2, m q 3, 2, 1 , k q 1, l, m q 1, 2 , 1 ,1
 . 3 .  . 3 . 1 y « k y 1, l q 2, m q 1, 2 , 1 , 1 y « k y 1, l, m q 3, 2 , 1 , k y1 2
2 .  2 3.  .1, l, m q 1, 3 , 2, 1 , k y 1, l, m y 1, 3 , 2, 1 , 1 y « k y 1, l y 2, m q2
2 3.  . 2 3. 1, 3 , 2, 1 , and 1 y « k y 3, l, m q 1, 3 , 2, 1 from P k q 1, l q 2,1
.m q 3, 2, 1 and that these partitions give all of the partitions listed in
Theorem 8.18, with the stated multiplicities, together with some 2-singular
partitions.
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As usual, the Scattering Theorem takes care of most of the partitions in
Theorem 8.18; however, this time there are seven exceptions. The decom-
position numbers for the fourth, fifth, and sixth partitions of Theorem 8.18
can be calculated directly by removing the first column and then using
 .8.17 .
The thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth partitions also need to be
 .considered. First consider m s k y 2, l, m q 1, 1 ; using first column re-
moval we see that
d s d s 1ky4, l , mq2, 2. ky2, l , mq1, 1. ky5, ly1, mq1, 1. ky3, ly1, m.
 .  .with the last equality following by 8.8 . Since S k y 4, l, m q 2, 2 ­ P it
 .follows that P m ­ P.
 .Now consider the partition m s k y 1, l y 1, m q 1, 1 . We may as-
sume that l ) m q 2 since otherwise m is 2-singular. Using first row
removal followed by first column removal shows that
d s d s d s 1,ky1, ly3, mq1, 3.m  ly3, mq1, 3. ly1, mq1, 1.  ly4, m , 2. ly2, m.
 . where the last equality comes from Theorem 7.1 iv . Since S k y 1, l y
.3, m q 1, 3 ­ P this shows that d s 2.ml
 .Next consider the partition m s k y 1, l, m, 1 . We leave it to the
 .readers to convince themselves that it can happen that d S n : P fornm
all n so we cannot use our standard trick. We know of no direct way to
calculate d so instead we use Theorem 1.2 to add a column to m and l.ml
This shows that d s d , and we computeml k , lq1, mq1, 2. kq1, lq1, mq1, 1.
U  .this decomposition number instead. Let m s k, l q 1, m q 1, 2 and
U  . Xl s k q 1, l q 1, m q 1, 1 and consider the module P where
8.19 6!4!2!PX s P k q 1, l q 2, m q 3, 4, 3, 2, 1 x0614 02 .  .
  . .note that P k q 1, l q 2, m q 3, 4, 3, 2, 1 is known by Theorem 5.7 .
X  U . XThen P contains exactly one copy of P l . The only partitions in P
U  .which dominate m are contained in S k q 1, l q 2, m q 3, 4, 3, 2, 1 x
0614 02; in the lexicographic order the first ten of these partitions, together
with their multiplicities in PX, are
k q 1, l q 1, m q 1, 1 k q 1, l q 1, m , 2 .  .
k q 1, l , m q 2, 1 k q 1, l , m , 3 .  .
k q 1, l y 1, m q 2, 2 k q 1, l y 1, m q 1, 3 .  .
k q 1, l y 1, m , 3, 1 k q 1, l y 2, m y 1, 3, 2, 1 .  .
k , l q 2, m q 1, 1 k , l q 2, m, 2 .  .
2 k , l q 1, m q 1, 2 . .
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That d U s 1 for the first eight partitions in this list can be shown usingnl
 .  . Xfirst row removal and 8.17 . Next note that S k y 1, l q 3, m q 1, 1 ­ P
 . X  .and S k y 1, l q 3, m y 1, 3 ­ P since by 8.19 and Corollary 5.8 if
 . X  .S h , . . . , h : P then h F l q 2. Therefore, P k y 1, l q 3, m q 1, 11 k 2
X  . X U U­ P and P k y 1, l q 3, m y 1, 3 ­ P so d F 2. Now consider them l
 .2 2 kylqmy4.  . 2partition n s l q 1 , 3 , 1 . Since S n ­0 s 2 it is clear that
 . X US n ­ P . However, we claim that d s 1 which would show thatnm
 U . X U U UP m ­ P and hence that d s d s 2. That d s 1 follows fromm l ml nm
the lemma:
 . U  .  .8.20 LEMMA. Suppose that m s k, l q 1, m q 1, 2 ' 0, 1, 1, 0
 .mod 2 is 2-regular. Then
P mU s P k , l q 1, m q 1, 2, 1 x0 .  .
 U .and the following partitions, each with multiplicity 1, are contained in P m :
k , l q 1, m q 1, 2 k , l, m q 2, 2 .  .
k y 1, m q 1, m q 2, 2 k , l , m q 1, 3 .  .
k y 1, l q 1, m q 1, 3 k y 1, l , m q 2, 3 .  .
k, l q 1, m , 2, 1 k, l y 1, m q 2, 2, 1 .  .
k y 2, l q 1, m q 2, 2 , 1 k , l , m , 3 , 1 .  .
k , l y 1, m q 1, 3 , 1 k y 1, l q 1, m , 3 , 1 .  .
k y 1, l y 1, m q 2, 3 , 1 k y 2, l q 1, m q 1, 3 , 1 .  .
k y 2, l , m q 2, 3 , 1 k y 1, l , m , 3 , 2 .  .
k y 1, l y 1, m q 1, 3 , 2 k y 2, l , m q 1, 3 , 2 .  .
k y 1, l , m y 1, 3 , 2, 1 k y 1, l y 2, m q 1, 3 , 2, 1 .  .
k y 3, l , m q 1, 3 , 2, 1 . .
 U .Moreo¨er, all of the 2-regular partitions in P m appear in this list, and
d 2 2 ky lqmy4 U s 1. lq1. , 3 , 1 .m
 .  . 2Proof. Since 2 P k, l q 1, m q 1, 2, 1 s P k y 1, l, m q 1, 2, 1 ­1 by
 .  .Theorem 5.9 iii , the 2-regular partitions in P k, l q 1, m q 1, 2, 1 are
 .the 2-regular partitions amongst k, l q 1, m q 1, 2, 1 and
k , l , m q 2, 2, 1 k , l , m q 1, 3, 1 .  .
k y 1, l q 1, m q 2, 2, 1 k y 1, l q 1, m q 1, 3, 1 .  .
k y 1, l , m q 2, 3, 1 k y 1, l , m q 1, 3, 2 . .  .
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Restricting these 2-regulars gives all but the last three 2-regulars in
Lemma 8.20; these are the only 2-regular partitions which come from
 . 0-restricting 2-singular partitions in P k, l q 1, m q 1, 2, 1 . That P k,
.  U .l q 1, m q 1, 2, 1 x0 s P m now follows by the Scattering Theorem.
 .It is now an easy calculation using Theorem 5.9 i and the Littlewood-
U2 2 ky lqmy4Richardson rule to verify that d s 1. lq1. , 3 , 1 .m
To complete the proof of Theorem 8.18 we need to consider the
 . partition m s k y 2, l y 1, m, 2, 1 . If m s 2 then m is 2-singular and
.  .therefore d s 0 ; so we may assume that m ) 2. Note that 3! P m s
 . 3P k y 2, l y 1, m, 3, 2, 1 x1 by Theorem 5.9. Now consider the partition
 2 lymy1.  .n s k y 2, m , 3, 1 . From our description of P m it is easy to see
 .that d s 1. On the other hand, a quick calculation shows that S nnm
appears with multiplicity 1 in P. Therefore P contains at most one copy of
 .  .  .P m i.e., d F 1 . The 2-regular partitions in P m are precisely those
2-regular partitions listed in Theorem 8.18 whose decomposition multiplic-
ity in P depends upon d , so the proof is complete.
Although we have tried many different approaches we have been unable
to distinguish between the two possible cases for the projective P consid-
 .ered in Theorem 8.18. The partition 10, 6, 4 is the smallest partition for
w xwhich the ambiguity arises; using the q-Schaper theorem of 10 one can
show that d s 0 in Theorem 8.18 in this case. Indeed, in every case which
we have checked, the q-Schaper theorem can be used to show that d s 0;
unfortunately, the necessary computations for the general case are form-
idable.
 .Looking through the results from 8.6 to Theorem 8.18 we are able to
express the Specht modules of all 2-regular partitions with 3 or 4 parts as a
sum of irreducibles. For the 2-regular partitions of length 3 this can be
done by simply checking through the lists of 2-regular partitions in each
decomposable as given in Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 8.1. For 4-part
partitions a little extra must be done. Note that the ambiguity in Theorem
8.18 is not a hindrance in this exercise because it does not affect partitions
of length less than or equal to 4.
 .  .8.21 COROLLARY. Suppose that l s k, l, m is a 2-regular partition of
length 3. Then:
 .  .  .  .  .  .i If l ' 0, 0, 0 mod 2 or l ' 1, 1, 1 mod 2 then S k, l, m s
 .  .  . D k, l, m q D k, l q 1, m y 1 q D k q 1, l y 1, m q D k q 2, l,
.m y 2 .
 .  .  .  .  .  .ii If l ' 0, 0, 1 mod 2 or l ' 1, 1, 0 mod 2 then S k, l, m s
 .  .  . D k, l, m q D k q 1, l y 1, m q D k q 1, l, m y 1 q D k q 1, l q 1,
.m y 2 .
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 .  .  .  .  .  .iii If l ' 0, 1, 0 mod 2 or l ' 1, 0, 1 mod 2 then S k, l, m s
 .D k, l, m .
 .  .  .  .  .  .iv If l ' 0, 1, 1 mod 2 or l ' 1, 0, 0 mod 2 then S k, l, m s
 .  .  . D k, l, m q D k, l q 1, m y 1 q D k q 1, l, m y 1 q D k q 2, l y 1,
.m y 1 .
 .  .8.22 COROLLARY. Suppose that l s k, l, m, p is a 2-regular partition
of length 4. Then:
 .  .  .  .  .i If l ' 0, 0, 0, 0 mod 2 or l ' 1, 1, 1, 1 mod 2 then the
 .simple modules contained in S k, l, m, p are indexed by the following
 .2-regular partitions with the stated multiplicities:
k , l , m , p k , l , m q 1, p y 1 .  .
k , l q 1, m y 1, p k , l q 2, m , p y 2 .  .
k q 1, l y 1, m , p k q 1, l y 1, m q 1, p y 1 .  .
k q 1, l , m , p y 1 2 k q 1, l q 1, m y 1, p y 1 .  .
k q 1, l q 1, m , p y 2 k q 1, l q 1, m q 1, p y 3 .  .
k q 2, l , m y 2, p k q 2, l , m y 1, p y 1 .  .
2 k q 2, l , m , p y 2 k q 2, l q 2, m y 2, p y 2 .  .
k q 3, l y 1, m y 1, p y 1 k q 3, l q 1, m y 1, p y 3 . .  .
 .  .  .  .  .ii If l ' 0, 0, 0, 1 mod 2 or l ' 1, 1, 1, 0 mod 2 then the
 .simple modules contained in S k, l, m, p are indexed by the following
 .2-regular partitions with the stated multiplicities:
k , l , m , p k , l q 1, m y 1, p .  .
k , l q 1, m , p y 1 k , l q 1, m q 1, p y 2 .  .
k q 1, l y 1, m , p k q 2, l , m y 2, p .  .
k q 2, l , m , p y 2 k q 2, l q 1, m y 1, p y 2 .  .
d k q 2, l q 1 .
where d s 1 if m s 2 and p s 1 and d s 0 otherwise.
 .  .  .  .  .iii If l ' 0, 0, 1, 0 mod 2 or l ' 1, 1, 0, 1 mod 2 then the
 .simple modules contained in S k, l, m, p are indexed by the following
 .2-regular partitions with the stated multiplicities:
k , l , m , p k q 1, l y 1, m , p .  .
k q 1, l , m y 1, p k q 1, l , m , p y 1 .  .
k q 1, l , m q 1, p y 2 k q 1, l q 1, m y 2, p .  .
k q 1, l q 1, m , p y 2 k q 1, l q 2, m y 1, p y 2 .  .
d k q 1, l q 2 .
where d s 1 if m s 2 and p s 1 and d s 0 otherwise.
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 .  .  .  .  .iv If l ' 0, 0, 1, 1 mod 2 or l ' 1, 1, 0, 0 mod 2 then the
 .simple modules contained in S k, l, m, p are indexed by the following
 .2-regular partitions with the stated multiplicities:
k , l , m , p k , l , m q 1, p y 1 .  .
k , l q 1, m , p y 1 k , l q 2, m y 1, p y 1 .  .
k q 1, l y 1, m , p k q 1, l y 1, m q 1, p y 1 .  .
k q 1, l , m y 1, p k q 1, l q 1, m y 2, p .  .
k q 1, l q 1, m y 1, p y 1 2 k q 1, l q 1, m , p y 2 .  .
2 k q 2, l , m y 1, p y 1 k q 2, l , m , p y 2 .  .
k q 2, l , m q 1, p y 3 k q 2, l q 2, m y 1, p y 3 .  .
k q 3, l y 1, m , p y 2 k q 3, l q 1, m y 2, p y 2 .  .
 .  .  .  .  .v If l ' 0, 1, 0, 0 mod 2 or l ' 1, 0, 1, 1 mod 2 then the
 .simple modules contained in S k, l, m, p are indexed by the following
 .2-regular partitions with the stated multiplicities:
k , l , m , p k , l , m q 1, p y 1 .  .
k , l q 1, m , p y 1 k , l q 2, m y 1, p y 1 .  .
k q 1, l , m , p y 1 k q 2, l y 1, m , p y 1 .  .
k q 2, l , m y 1, p y 1 k q 2, l q 1, m y 2, p y 1 .  .
 .  .  .  .  .vi If l ' 0, 1, 0, 1 mod 2 or l ' 1, 0, 1, 0 mod 2 then
 .  .S k, l, m, p s D k, l, m, p
 .  .  .  .  .vii If l ' 0, 1, 1, 0 mod 2 or l ' 1, 0, 0, 1 mod 2 then the
 .simple modules contained in S k, l, m, p are indexed by the following
 .2-regular partitions with the stated multiplicities:
k , l , m , p k , l q 1, m y 1, p .  .
k , l q 1, m , p y 1 k , l q 1, m q 1, p y 2 .  .
k q 1, l , m y 1, p 2 k q 1, l , m , p y 1 .  .
k q 1, l , m q 1, p y 2 k q 1, l q 1, m y 1, p y 1 .  .
k q 1, l q 2, m y 2, p y 1 k q 1, l q 2, m , p y 3 .  .
k q 2, l y 1, m y 1, p k q 2, l y 1, m , p y 1 .  .
k q 2, l y 1, m q 1, p y 2 2 k q 2, l q 1, m y 1, p y 2 .  .
k q 3, l , m y 2, p y 1 k q 3, l , m , p y 3 . .  .
 .  .  .  .  .viii If l ' 0, 1, 1, 1 mod 2 or l ' 1, 0, 0, 0 mod 2 then the
 .simple modules contained in S k, l, m, p are indexed by the following
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 .2-regular partitions with the stated multiplicities:
k , l , m , p k , l , m q 1, p y 1 .  .
k , l q 1, m y 1, p k , l q 2, m , p y 2 .  .
k q 1, l , m y 1, p k q 2, l y 1, m y 1, p .  .
k q 2, l , m , p y 2 k q 2, l q 1, m y 1, p y 2 .  .
Proof. This is a simple exercise using Theorem 8.1 so we only outline
what needs to be done. First note that by Theorem 7.1 we know exactly
which four-part partitions contain simple modules indexed by partitions of
length 2; this accounts for the two instances of d above note that simples
 .indexed by 2-part partitions may also appear in vii ; however, here they
.  .  .  .are ``generic'' . If D m : S l and m s m , m , m , m then by using1 2 3 4
Theorem 1.2 we can remove the first m columns from l and m without4
changing the decomposition number d . This reduces the calculation tolm
deciding when a Specht module indexed by a partition of length 3 or 4
appears in an indecomposable module indexed by a 3-part partition. It is
now a straightforward exercise to deduce the corollary from the lists given
 .in the results from 8.6 through to Theorem 8.18.
APPENDIX: THE PRINCIPAL BLOCK OF THE HECKE
ALGEBRA H20
Using the results of this paper and the remark at the end of Section 4 is
it straightforward to calculate the decomposition matrices of Hn
 w x.for n F 19 for n F 10 these are given in 8 . In calculating the full de-
composition matrix for H the only real difficulties are in deciding20
d and d . It was only recently, using the main7, 5, 4, 3, 1.8, 6, 4, 2. 8, 5, 4, 2, 1.10, 6, 4.
w xresult of 10 , that we were able to calculate these two decomposition
numbers. In Scheme 1 we reproduce the 2-regular part of the principal
block of the decomposition matrix of H .20
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